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Plan would link grades to aid
By Phillip Fiorini
Starr Writt'r
"Give n;e grades so I can get
a scholarship."
That's w!lat SIU Chancellor
Kenneth Shaw said high school
students may ask their teachers
to do if a proposed plan to include academic merit as a
criterion for financial aid isn't
modified even more.
The
plan
is
being
sp.?arheaded by a group of
Illinois private university administrators.
Peter Tyor, a member of
Educators Concerned for
Quality Performance, said
Monday that his organization is

Reagan trip
planned to
Far East
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Reagan sets out
Tuesday on a 15,65O-mile trip to
Japan and South Korea, underscoring both the U.S.
military posture in the Pacific
as well as frustrations with
Tokyo over trade problems.
Extraordinary security was
readied in both countries. Japan
mobilized a 90,000-member
protective for':f! and South
Korea put its military on higher
alert.
North Korea has branded
Reagans visit a "very
dangerous war junket." In
Tokyo, police said they unc(;vered a plot by leftist radicals
to attack the U.S. E'mbassy and
a U.S. Navy base.
Reagan, accompanied by his
wife, Nancy, will fly first to
Japan, with a brief refueling
stop in Anchorage, Alaska.
Crossing the international
dateline en route, he will arrive
in Tokyo at midday Wednesday
and .":'eet with Empl~ror
Hirohito and Prime Minister
Yasuhiro Nakasone in a
working day that will stretch
more than 20 hours.
Over the next two days,
Reagan will talk further with
Nakasone, attend a state dinner
given by the 82-year-old emperor, address the Japanese
Diet (parliament) and visit the
prime minister's private villa
west of Tokyo.
Reagan will arrive in Seoul on
Saturday and address the
national aS3embly. He also Will
talk with President Chun Doohwan, and be the gupst at state
dinn<:!r given by the South
Korean leader.
On Sunday, Reagan will fly to
the
demilitarized
zone
SE'parating North and South
Korea and meet with American
troops stationed there. He will
return to Washington on
Monday.
Coming in the wake of the
Soviets' downing of the Korean
airlinel carrying 269 persons
and the terrorist bombing in
Burma that killed 14 highranking
South
Koreans,
Reagan's trip will focus heavily
on security matters.
U.S. officials suggest Reagan
is likely to call attention to a
Significant Soviet military
buildup in the Far East over the
past 15 y~ars, and exp~ess
determination that the Untted
StatE'S ,;i11 remain a Pacific
OOWfJf and stand by its allies if
they are th.-..':!tened.
The United States does not
think Japan, in particular, is
spending enough on its goal of
defending its land, air and sea
ianes out to 1,000 miles. One
administration official,
speaking anonymously, said
one of Reagall's objectives "will
be to provide further encouragement to the Japanese,
so that they will reach these
goals during this decade."

asking the state to rebudget a
program that has b....>en stagnant
and alter the criteria for
awarding state funding.
As the vehicle for implementing the plan, Tyor said
the group was modifying the
Illinois Academic Scholarship
Program to aid o,'er 7,500 high
school students instead of the
1,850 that the same program
helped three years ago. In the
1980-"1 school year, the st.'1te
fun(.ed $2 million in that
program's first and only year.
College-bound high school
seniors in the upper 5 percent of
their class wouid receive a
scholarship ranging from $250
to $1,000 a year for up to four

years from the Illinois State
Scholarship Commission by the
plan, he said.
In addition to the academ!c
scholarship, students could still
apply for aid through the Illinois
Monetary Award Program,
Tyor said.
Although supportive of
meriting academic scholarship,
Shaw said the proposal could
have ultimately cost the state
from $14 million to $20 million,
or half of all student financial
aid granted by the ISSC. The
grOI1P'S plan is about 14 percent
to 20 percent of all financial aid
granted by the state, Shaw said.
"We ought tl) favor a program
that
rewards
academic

scholars, but that doesn't mean
we should put half of our money
in that program," Shaw said.
A "grade inflation" problem
could possibly occur, causing
more losers than winners on the
access side if the plan isn't
scaled down even more, Shaw
said.
Shaw said that the group was
concerned with the students'
rights of "a cress and choice" to
higher education in the state.
The two should be balanced, he
said, to prevent some students
from receiving more financial
aid than others without
necessarily deserving more.
"H we're giving differentials
for stUdents gOing to Nor-

thwestern, then we ought to give
See GRADES, Page 3

kit:
Gus says smart helps but
needy's hett"r for getting a
chunk or the state's scholarship
money.
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State has no plan
to repay billions to
retirelnent systeln
By ,John Stewart
Staff Writer

A balmy day

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

Kathy Hempelman of Quincy takes advantage of Monday'S
sunny weather by reading a book in the woods near Thompson
Point. Tuesday's weather Is also expected to be mild and
sunny, with temperatures in the upper 60s or lower 70s.

The state of Illinois is almost
$2 billion in arrears to the State
University Retirement System
and i5 continuing to borrow
against the fund with no plans to
repay it, according to James
Ford, legislative chairman of
SIU-C
Annuitants
the
Association.
Ford said 8 oercent of all fuU. time SLU-C employees' salaries
are put irJo the fund, and are
supposed to be matched by the
state. To his knowledge, Ford
said, the state has badly underfunded the ~ystem for the
last three years. There have
been repeated "raids" on the
system too, as the state has
funded salary increases from
money borrowed from the
system, he said.
This year's $70 raillion state
appropriation to tJie fund was
cut $8.9 million when the state
ran illto financial difficulty this
spring. In May the Illinois
legislature adop·ted a resolution
to pay back this year's underfunding of the retirement
system.
Ford "riticized the plan,
which spreads paying back this
year's shortfaU over five years,
because it only pays 6 percent
interest to the system. Forti

said he believes the system
ought to be paid at least 10
percent interest.
State budget official Mark
Gallagher said 6 percent interest to the system IS fair, even
though the retirement system
earned 9 percent on its assets
last year. The 9 percent return
was extraordinarily high, he
explained, but over the.past five
years, the percentage has been
been close to 6 percent.
For instance, the system's
income was up from $70 million
in fiscal year 1982 to $116 million
in 1983. Even though interest
rates are high today, no one can
predict what they'll be five
years from now, he said.
Gallagher also described the
total shortfall as a "liability"
that Illinois will have to pay in
the future, and he said the total
liability is $1.7 billion. He said
liabilities are only 45 percent of
assets, which some pension
exoc;rts feel is optimal, while
others feel there should be 00
l!abilities.
But Ford said there will be a
day of reckoning when the state
will not have money to pay
annuitants if the underfunding
continues. The state still has no
pia:: to make up the liability to
the fund other than this year,
~e

BILLIONS, Page 3

$2.1 billion approved for MX
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate on Monday approved
spending $2.5 billion to prod~ce
and install 21 MX intercontinental missiles. Opponents conceded that the 5,6-37
vote mat mark the last senous
attempt to halt deployment of
the powerful strategiC wea~n.
Senators brushed aSIde
arguments by Dale Bumpers,
D-Ark., Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass" and others that the
MX is outdated and vulnerable
to Soviet attack.
"I believe it is necessary to
make to make one last effort if
only to clear my conscience,"

said Bumpers, acknowledging
defeat shorUy before the vote.
"The MX is a missile without
a mission and a weapon without
a home," Kennedy said.
President Reagan and other
supporters say the MX ;,.
n~d as a "ba.-gaining chip"
to pressure the Soviet Union to
neAotiate seriously at the
Geneva talks on curbing
strategic nuclear arms.
Assistant Senate Republican
leader Ted Stevens of Alaska
contended that the· MX is a
critical link in the U.S. nuclear
arsenal, allowing a response i.o
Soviet attack by fIring missiles

from nUClear-powered' submarines, long-range bombers
or underground silos.
"Without the MX we will be
hard-pressed to keep the
P.t'ace " Stevens said, but with
It, "w~ will go to the barga~ninR
table .vith a complete triad.
The Senate vote clears the
way for the Air Force to begin
replacing aging Minuteman I~I
missiles with MX weapons m
existing silos in Wyoming and
Nebraska beginning in 1986.
Unless
there
is
a
breakthrou~ in the Strategic
A.-:m: Reauction Talks, the
Reagan administration plans to

install 100 MX missiles, each
carrying 10 highly accurate
nuclear warheads which can be
aimed at separate Soviet
targets.
In seeking to eliminate the
$2.1 billion in MX funds from a
$252.5 billion military spending
bill now moving through the
Senate, Burl1pers termed the
missile "a weapon of the past."
He said Defense Department
figures showed that nine of
every 10 MX missiles would be
destroyed in a Soviet nuclear
attack.
See MX. Page 3

IncllInbents, challellgers face r--News Roundup----,
Former plant operator indicted
'hot' race for school boards
By Patdck Williams
Starr Writer
Elections for Carbondalt:
Community High School
District 165 and Grade School
District 95 will be held Tuesday.
Polls will be open from 6 a.m. to
7 p.m.
If the weather is nice, County
Clerk Robert Harrell said he
expects a large turn-out due to
the large number of candidates
seeking a small number of
seats, making the election a
"hot" one.
Nine people, among them four
incumbents, are seeking seats
un the 165 board. Thirteen
people, including five incumbents, are running for
positions on the grade school
board.
Running for four-year terms
on the 165 board are: Michael
Altekruse, SIU-C College of
Education fcculty member;
incumbent Arthur Black,
education administrator at the
Department
of
Illinois
Corrections; incumbent Robert
Brewer, board president and
assistant bursp.r at SIU-C;
Michael Diamond, Carbond;!le
businessman; and Gib Gerlach,
Carbondale businessman.
. Seeking two-year terms on
the high school board are: incumbent Barbara Bennett;
Donald
Boehne,
faculty
member at John A. Logan
College; Linda Brandon; and
incumbent Larry Young,

teacher at Menard State
Penitentiary at Chester.
Candidates running for twoyear terms on the grade school
board are: incumbent Harold
Bardo, faculty member in the
College of Education; Margaret
Crowe; Don Garner, faculty
member at the SIU-C Law
School; and incumbent Anita
Lenzini, board persiden1.
Four-year term candidates
are: Beth Arthur, Department
of Curriculum Instruction and
Media at SIU-C; incumbent
Karl Bartelsmeyer, Illinois
Department of Corrections;
Frances
Laster,
special
ed'Jcation
teacher
in
H4!tTisb'lI"g; Hugh McDowell,
School of Medicine; Jack
McKillip, SIU-C Psychology
Department; incumbent Jean
McPherson; Arnold Taylor,
Prairie
Farms
Dairy
supevisor; Dean..'1a Wheeles;
and incumbent Gordon White,
SIU-C Insitutional Research
and Studies faculty member.
The polling places:
Precinct I, Thomas School,
805 N. Wall S1.; Precinct 2,
Carbondale Community Center,
607 E. College S1.; Precinct 3,
High Rise, corm'( of South
Marion and East Walnut
streets; Precinct 4, Community
Center, Public Housing, North
Marion and East Oak streets;
Precinct 5, Eurma C. Hayes
Center, 441 E. Willow S1.
Precincts 6 and 7, Basement
of First Assembly of Cod

Church, c.:>rner of Almond and
Willow streets, north entrance;
Precinct S, Church of Christ,
1805 W. Sycamore St.; Precinct
9, C.C.H.S. Central High
Gymnasium, West High Street;
Prednct 10, St. Francis Xavier
Hall, West Walnut Street.
Precinct 11, Carbondale
Towers, SIO W. Mill St. (small
building between towers);
Precinct 12, Church of the Good
Shepard, Orchard Drive;
Precincts 13 and 14, Epiphany
Lutheran Church, 1501 W.
Chautauqua S1.; Precinct 15,
Parrish School, Parrish Lane.
Precinct 16, Western Heights
Christian Church, West Old
Route 1; Precinct 17, Grass
Roots, Highway 51 South;
Precinct IS, C.C.H.S. East, 1301
E Walnut S1.; Precincts 19 and
20, Lakeland School, Giant City
Blacktop; Precinct 21, International Hall, 1101 S. Wall
St.; Precinct 22, Newman
Center, 715 S. Washington St.
Precinct 23, Gri:mel Hall,
SIU-C campus; Precinct 24,
Evergreen Terrace, SIU-C
campus; Precinct 25, Lentz
Hall, SIU-C Campus; Prednct
26, S1. Francis Xavier Hall,
West Walnut Street; Precinct
27, Glendale School, Highway 51
North; Precinct 2S, Senior
Citizens Highrise, Old West
Main ':treet; Precinct 29,
Carbondale Community Center,
607 E. College S1.

I~Tt:o~s~!i~ T~l~~~!>emocr~~tht~.!~!.?um "
publisher oi the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat announced
Monday that the 131-year-old
newspaper
will
cease
publication Dec. 31, leaving
the city with only one major
daily paper.
"The Globe-Democrat has
incurred substantial losses
for many years and we do not
see that any substanial
contraction in its operations
will bring relief from these
losses," said Publisher G.
Duncan Bauman.
He said he did not expect
any arra,lgement could be
made to save the paper
before it closes.
The announcement brought
a stunned silence to staif
members summoned at short
notice to a staff meeting just

"Then people shouted 'My

God, it's true,' and many of

the women broke into tears,"
said Mark Edgar, a GlobeDemocrat city reporter.
Bauman declined to say
how many employees would
be affected or how much
money had been lost. The
paper is owned by S.1.
Newhouse Publishing Co.
"Closing
the
GlobeDemocrat is a sad event, but
the fact is that few cities in
the United States are able to
support
two
daily
newspapers," Bauman said.
The only remaining paper in
the city is the Pulitzer-owned
Post-Dispatch, an afternoon
paper.
In 1981, employees for both
newspapers accepted an IS-

VOTE
New Ideas and Experiences
Carbondale Community High School
Board of Education
4 yeor term

publishers
of
both
new spa per s c i ted
multimillion-dollar losses
despite their joint publishing
arrangement.

''The Globe-Democrat has
provided the city with two
voices and with strong
competition," said executiv(:
editor George Killenber~.
"It's a sad, sad day for such a
talented staff."
The paper wor. a Pulitl.er
prize in 1969 for an investigation into a local
steamfitters union.
Some staffers hoped that a
buyer could step in and save
the newspaper, despite the
announcement.

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - A federal grand jury indicted
the former operator of the Three Mile Island plant Monday on
criminal charges of falsifying safety test results beiore the
worst nuclear power accident in the United States.
Federal officials have said that if such false reports were
filed, they could have contributed to the severity of the March
1979 accident in Middletown.
U.S. Attorney David Dart Queen, who announced the 11count indictment, refused to say if the alleged violations by
Metropolitan Edison Co. led to the accident, in which Unit 2's
main cooling system lost water and the radioactive cor~
overheated. Another reactor, Unit I, was undamaged.
"The indictment is going to have to speak for itself," Queen
said.

Andropov absent from parade
MOSCOW (AP) - PresH1ent Yuri V. Andropov did not join
the Politburo lineup in Red Square Monday to watch the
Revolution Day parade, a grandiose display of military might
and patriotism that is the Soviet Union's most important
celebration.
It wa!; believed to be the first time a Communist Party chief
missed the event, which marks the anniversary of the 1917
Bolshe\ik revolution that brought the party to power. On
Saturday night Andropov failed to attend a gala Kremlin
session opening the celphrlltions. Officials said he had a cold.

Reagan welcOlnes medical students
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan on Monday urged
the American medical students evacuated from Grenada to
honor the U.S. troops killed on the island by Sl><'!aking o';1t
"about their courage and commitment as they risked their
lives for yours."
.
Saying he was angered "that certain people behttled the
danger you were in," Reagan welcom~ nearly 500 of the ~50
students of st. George's University Medical School to a White
House ceremony at which student representatives presented
him and American servicemen with tokens oi appreciation.
To a cheering, flag-waving crowd on the South L:awn, .the
president said, "It's very~y fo,: ~0!lle smu~ kno~-It-all ~ a
plush, protected quartl'r' ~~ CrltiCIZt; ~e ~~vaslOn, which
Reagan has since called a rescue mission.

Thompson to run Reagan campaign
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Governor Thompson was named
Mrmday to run President Reagan's re~lection campaign in
lllinois an apparent victory of pragmatism over philosophy.
Thonipson, a mwerate Republican who has split wi~ the
president from time to time - notably on defense spending beat out former statel:ien. Donald Totten of Hoffman estates,
director of Reagan's 1980 and 1976 efforts in lllinois.
"Governor Thompson is clearly an important figure and has
all of those resources at his disposal in Illinois that we want to
capitalize on," said Jim Lake, spokesman in Washington for
Reagan-Bush '84.
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Mr. Rogers gets set for war

GRADES from Page I
them for students coming to
SIV." Shaw said.
Tyor said students in the state
who plan to attend Illinois instltutions would receive at least
$250 by the plan. If students
showed financiai need .:.nd
maintained at least a C
average. they could get $1.000,
he said.
A (' average is low. Tvor said.
but none of the ISSC programs
have such a requirement. "Its
only requirement is that you

stay in school." he said.
Tyor '>aid that if college costs
a student about $5,500, the ISSC
subtracts that from what the
family can afford to pay, from
mvnetary awards and grants
and from a certain amount of
self-help the student can
provide. The $1,000 funding
genera,ed by the plan could
sometimes make up the difference, he said.
Originally the group wanted
to make academic merit a

criterion within the MAP, which
is operated strictly on financial
need. Tyor's organization withdrew the proposal after hearing
substantial opposition last
month at a pub!:c hearing
sponsored by the Illinois House
Higher Education Committee.
Tyor said the organization
had r- uested a $1.500 and then
a $1,21JO maximum award prior
to the hearing in Springfield
where the new plan was addressed.

BILLIONS from Page 1
while a bill has been introduced
to take money out of the fund for
state economic development,
Ford said.
He has discussed the funding
with local state legislators,
whom he said have been "sitting on the fence" about the
issue. Ford did mention,
however. that Rep. Bruce Richmond. D-1l6. is supporting the
annuitants.
State Sen. Kenneth Buzbee,
D-58th, voted against a bill
which cut the retirement
system's appropriation, but he
supported :he payback plan,
according to Chris Carpenter,
press aide to Buzbee.
Ford said he fears yet another
raid on the retirement system

funds. since the Illinois Board of
Higher Education requested 10
percent raises to SIU-C faculty
and others last week.
"The funding issue pits active
faculty against retired faculty
in a competition for state
dollars," F"rd said. Active
faculty members may need
better salaries, but those
salaries shouldn't be paid for
with retirement funds. he said.
Ford said faculty members in
their forties and fifties should
be concerned about the state of
the retirement fund, because it
could be a "dry well" by the
time they retire.
At a meeting on Oct. 14, the
500-member SIU-C Annuitants
Association voted not to form a

political action committee to
lobby for the group's interests.
Nonetheless, Ford said he
expects the group to act
decisively as the funding issue
becomes more pressing.
"We can't be Short-sighted,"
he said. "One hundred more
faculty and staff retired last
year," and the preSst're on the
system is building, Ford said.
Ford said the retirement
system has been poorly funded
and poorly planned in the past,
but he hopes to mobilize constituency groups such as the
Faculty Senate and Administrative and Professional
Staff to work to improve the
fund.

MX from Page 1
Bumpers said the administration should oe trying to

existing Minuteman missile
arm.

H:e~d ofo~~~n~";~~~i:a~ors~t fii~~~a~~~ tse~~~~iO':eb~t~

an anti-MX filibuster led by
Gary Hart, D-Colo., the Senate
approved continued production
by a 58-41 vote.

marines and less on land-based
missiles.
Monday's vote is the latest
development in a long, seesaw
battle in which U.S. presidents
and defense planners have tried
to find a way to replace the

Monday was tame. Only a
handful of senators took part,
and the outcome was a foregone
conclusion.
The Democratic House approved MX funds by nine votes
last week. and in August, after

In one other vote on the
defense appropriations bill, the
Senate agreed to reduce by $100
million the $1.275 billion the
Pentagon spends on outside
consultants.

Clinic may 110t need to be licensed.
By Patrick Williams
Staff Writer
The Carbondale Clinic may
not be required to have a
"certificate of need" to get
insurance
companies
to
reimburse patients for the use
of its planned surgical center.
Certification is needed in
order to get a state license for a
free standing health facility.
And some insurance companies, such as Blue Cross-Blue
Shield, require licensure before
they will reimburse patients for
the cost of using the facililty.
~ut
clinic adminstrator
Wayne Given said he has a

letter from the Illinois rejected by the board Friday.
Department of Public Health Memorial
admini~trator
saying that sin~e the clinic's G~~r~e M~r:oney sal~ t~e
surgi-center IS not free- cllmc s ~eclslon ~o bUI~d Its
standing. but being added on to center WIthout .gettmg a license
the clinic. it does not require may. have ..mfluenced the
licensing.
board s decISIon ~o deny the
If the state doesn't require a hosl?ital's applicalton;.
.
Given saId the climc Wlthlicense Given said he does not
see how insurance companies drew its appli~ation in midcan refuse to reimburse people October and decided to contruct
who use the center..
the clinic without licensure.
"In any case, we're going
Construction on the apahead," Given said.
The clinic and Carbondale proximately 6,000 square-foot,
$670,000
center could begin in
Memorial Hospital both applied
to the Illinois Health Facilities January if the weather permits,
Given
said,
though no conPlanning Board for certificates.
Memorial's application was tractors have been hired.

PITTSBURGH CAP) - King
Friday XIII suspected that
Cornnake S. Pecially was
making bomb parts for the
neighborhood of Southwood, so
he decided he'd better stock up
on some bombs himseli.
Any day now he'll be
mobilizing for battle.
What? War in Mister Rogers'
Neighborhood of Make-Believe?
Death and destruction as the
theme for a children's show?
With news of the invasion of
Grenada and the bombing of the
Marine barracks in Lebanon
fresh in the minds of America's
children, war now invades the
television world created by softspoken Fred Rogers.
The five half-hour shows that
make up the week-long series,
called "Conflict," were taped
and scheduled last summer, but
Rogers said the recent events in
Grenada and the deaths of 230
U.S. servicemen in Lebanon
give the series even more
meaning.
"Little did I Know that we
would be involved in worldwide
conflict now," Rogers said.
"But that's all the better
because our shows give families
an opportunity for com-

mLinication. II children should
hear the news of war. at least
they have a handle here, to
assist
in
family
communications. "
The !,I;eck-Iong series which
started Monday precedes, also
coincidentally, the Nov. 20
showing of ABC's TV movie
"The Day After," which is
about nuclear holocaust in the
American Midwest.
"Conflict is no stranger to
very little children," Rogers
said.
"They know that
disagreements can lead to
fighting.
"So often conflicts arise from
a lack of communication, false
assumptions or confusion, and
that's what happens in the
MakeNeighborhood
of
Believe ..
"Conflict" makes up the first
of thre~ weeks of new "Mr.
Rogers" programs produced by
WQED, Pittsburgh's Public
Broadcasting Service station,
for broadcast nationwide this
season. The rest of the shows
this season will be reruns.
Conflict began brewing in the
Neighborhood on Monday.

City sets schedule for pickup of leaves
Free leaf pickup by the
Carbondale street department
will continue through Dec. 23,
according to information from
City Hall. Persons wishing to
have leaves removed need to

bag or rake them to curbside or
ditchside prior to leaf pickup
time.
The leaf pickup schedule will
follow the weekly city rf>fuse
collection routes.

Two men charged in shooting
Two
Carbondale
men
remained in Jackson County
Jail Monday charged in the
death of 20-year-old Michael R.
Reichert. who was shot once in
the chest Sunday after an
"apparent argument," police
said.
Arrested about an hour after
the shooting, which happened in
the parking lot of the B1eu
Flambe Cocktail Lounge at 801
E. Main St., were Larry J.
Halliday, 20, of Route 3, and
Nelson R. Imhoff, 22, of Route 1.
According to police, the two
were arrested at a trailer court
south of Carbondale at 2:30 a.m.
Police were called to the
parking lot at 1:20 a.m.
Reichert, of Brookside
Manor, 1200 E. Grand Ave., died
at Carbondale Memorial
Hospital shortly
after the
shooting.
According to the Jackson
County State's Attorney's office, Halliday and Imhoff are
scheduled for an initial court
appearance Tuesday morning.

Details about the circumstances surrounding the
incident have not been released
by police. A man who identified
himself as the owner of the
cocktail lounge, but who refused
to give his name, said he
wouldn't comment on the
shooting on the advice of his
attorney.
Funeral arrangements f(};
Reichert, who was born in
Anna, are being handled by the
Riggin-Pillatsch Funeral Home
in Carterville.
The son of Mr _ and Mrs.
Frank Reichert, he attended
schools in Carbondale and
Carterville and was of the
Pentecostal faith. He is survived by his father, of Carbondale, and many aunts and
uncles.
Funeral services will be held
at 10:30 a.m. Wednesdar. at the
funeral home. Burial will ~ at
the Blairsville Cemetery.
Visitation is from 6 to 9 P m.
Tuesday at the funeral home.
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Seniors, this is your
last chance to schedule
a senior portrait appointment. Call 536-7768,
today_
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SODA "SUDS
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New Saluki records
THE SALUKI football team has mowed down any and all opposition this season, and one casualty has been the NCAA I-AA
record book.
Already this season, with one regular season game left and an
·.mImown number of playoff g,unes, the Dogs have set six records
and tied one other. They are as follows:
- Most interceptions in one game - eight against New Mexico
Stale. Ties I-AA record, sets Missouri Valley Conference record.
- Most touchdowns scored on punt returns in a season - four.
Ties I-AA record.
- Most interceptiOJIS returned for touchdowns in a season three, Donnell DankJ, sm. New I-AA record.
- Most extra poinU· in ~ row for one season - 47, Ron Miller, SIU.
New I-AA record, nf;;; bfYC record.
- Most yards gained on interceptions - 447, SIU. New I-AA
record.
- Most touchdowns on interception returns - 4, SIU. Ties I-AA
record.
Most of the world ('Qmmunity
- Most paid attendance at McAndrew Stadium - 16,600, SIU has condemned the U.S invasion
vs.lSU.
of Grenada as a criminal act of
imperialist aggression and a
ALL TJDS record setting, besides. boosting recruiting op- violation of international law.
portunities and school spirit, may also financially help SIU
Contrary to the ludicrous and
athletit'$. The winning season is boosting tickets sales and obvious lies of the need to
generating much needed interest from the alumni. Add to that the rescue students and of the
possibility of post-season playoff games, which sport healthy Soviet-Cuban "threat" that
television rights, and you have a bright fiscal future on the horizon. President Reagan used to
If the Salukis keep winning, the athletics fee increase could become! justify the invasion (that was
planned as early as 1981) it's
a moot point. Go Dogs.
clear to most of the world
community that the ·U.S. invaded Grenada to overthrow
the socialist, independent
government and set up a neocolonial government in order to
bring the country under U.S.
domination.
Maybe America has no security; but then in an open
"Moral Greatness" to speak of society such as ours, the cloak
anymore. Perhaps it never ·of secrecy is rather threadbare.
really had it.
Since my knowledge of
I agree with Mr. Saenz on a
Carribean affairs is limited, I
qumber of points. First, it often feel I cannot make a valid
does appear that one of the judgement of me events in
basic tenets of the corporate Grenada. However, by their
American work ethic is "per- OW:l admission, Grenadian
I encourage all interested sm
sonal profit and aggran- offidals of the former Bishop
dizement of a few" through the regime have verified that the faculty members to come to
misfortunes of many. Second, Soviet Union had played a Tuesday's Faculty Senate
there is mention of "the significant role as one of the Meeting at 1 p.m. in the
struggle for freedom and driving forces of the revolution.
human dignity" - noble en- It's interesting that Mr. Saenz is ~~~ssr.!::tu~~ve~inoo~e
deavors indeed. If any social, quite firm in his convictions question of the extraordinary
economic, or political in- regardin~ freedom and in- pro~otion of Faculty Senate
stitution can help a people dependence. Maybe Mr. Saenz President Herbert Donow by
achieve these goals, I am in full should attempt to write a public Vice President John Guyon.
However, be sure to bring
support. Third, there defmitely lett~r of a similar caustic
have been quite a feVi instances nature about Soviet policy as a your copy of the Faculty
of "unsophisticated" covert resident Soviet citizen - he just Handbook (979) with you! Of
operations by ihe U.S. might be lucky enough to importance is the second
Government to suppress permanently relocate in the paragraph on page 23 where the
procedures talk about applying
regimes which were deemed to winter wonderland of Siberia. be a detriment to our national Igor Vern, Senior, Engineering. criteria as uniformly as

----~ffe~--~--------

Grenada invasion 'criminal'

--~tterS--

The moral ~\merica

The invasion of Grenada is
part of a historic and escalating
U.S. imperialist campaign to
overthrow
socialist,
independent governments; to
destroy national liberation
movements and install puppet
dictatorships in order to protect
and expand U.S. domination
under the phon)' pretext of the
communist "threat" in the
name of "democracy" and
"peace."
The Reagan administration's
invasion of Grenada. uverthrow
of .os government, and murder
of its citizens and Cuban
workers is a violation of U.S.
law, the Geneva Convention. the
Reo-Treaty and of huma'! right

violations on a massive scale.
Reagan is a criminal in the
legal and moral sense and a
threat to human rights and
world peace. He should be
impeached.
Congress should not ignore
Rf:..gan's violations of legal and
human rights. It should start
impeachment
proceedings
against him, pull the troops out
of Grenada immediately, allow
the Grenadian people to
determine their own affairs and
end U.S. intervention in the
Middle East and Central
America before Reagan embroils the two regions into a
Vietnam-type war. - Richard
Picariello, Marion.

'Extraordinary promotion'
to come before Faculty Senate
ig:

possible, and page 'Z7 where the
procedures require that, "Once
the dossier leaves the academic
unit, no further information
should be added to the dossier
other than that required by
collegial procedures with
regard to the review committee's and the dean's
recommendation. "
Vice President Guyon's
statements in the last few days
have raised questions about the
involvement of President Albert
Somit in this unusual decision.
Since the JRB panel reports
directly to the president, please

rea':, in particular, the section
in the faculty handbook dealing
with the Grievance Procedures
(page 34-37).
The record clearly shows that
from Dec. 1982 when the Dean of
COLA recommended that
Herbert Donow not be promoted
to Full Professor, until SP.ptember 1983 when John Guyon
did promote him, extraordinary
circumstances prevailed. The
entire faculty is entitled to know
from President Somit and Vice
President Guyon what went on.
- Jobn Gregory, Professor of
Mathematics.

Grocery labels are not good reading
CONSUMER ADVOCATES
keep pounding this advice into
our heads: read product labels
to fmd out what you're really
getting for your money. That's

good advice, but many people
don't have the time to
br(J\YSe a grocery store like it
was a library. But I took the
ti-"le.
Grocery shelves are arranged
like shelves in a library. They
are placed side-by-side and
parallel to each other. Their
aisles are long, wide and built
for speed and convenience, but
that's where the similarity
ends. Product labels do not
make for enjoyable reading.
For example, the ingredients .
on the salad dressing labels I
came across sounded like
poison. Take Xanthrum gum
and Polysorbate 60 for instance.
The company that makes the
dressing claims the ingredients
jus~

William
Jason Yong
Staff Wtiter
improve the pourability and
creaminess of the product, but
they sound like toxic waste from
Times Beach, Mo. to me.
WHAT GIVES the dressing its
alledged "natural" taste was
not revealed on the label. What
the company is really saying is
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that there are no natural
ingredients involved in tt.at
"natural taste."
But, 10 and behold, natural
ingn::-d.ients are oCten used in
making non-food products.
Shampoos are among them.
Some shampoos contain things
like "pure wheat germ oil and
honey." If you run out of syrup
for your pancakes, these
shampoos may be a bettertasteing alternative.
Having used shampoos with
protein, wheat germ oil, honey,
mountain herbs or coconut oil,
yOh.: hair may look teriffic. but
flies will be buzzing around your
head while you're trying to
concentrate in class.
I RECENTLY bought two
different brands of shampoo.
One had something called
"ammonium" in it, but tht; !~bel
assured consumers that it will

keep hair "feeling clean,
smelling fresh."
The other shampoo contained
sesame oil, soybean oil and corn
oil. The compe'my claims that
one of the functions of the
ingredients !:;; "to restore
elasticity." What I don't understand is that each time I pull
a strand of hair from my heail to
test its elasticity, it comes all
the way out - some elasticity.
Another ingredient, the label
told me, was "lecithin" and its
function is listed as a "body
builder." I fantasize what a
women might say as I walk past
them: "Wow! Look at his hair.
They're bulging with muscles.
Macho. Ooobb." Eat your heart
out, Tom Seleck.
Toothpastes usually have an
"active" ingredient called
"sodium fluoride." Are there
any "inactive" ingredients, by
any chance? Nine out of 10

dentists recommend this or that
toothpaste, or so the labels
claim. I want to know what the
dissenting dentists have to say.
ONE of the ingredients in a
mouthwash was "domiphen
bromide." The label claims this
ingredient is very strong and
should be used "after meals and
before social engagements. "
Well, if my shampoo builds up
the muscles in my hair. this
product may work who-knowswhat magic in my mouth. But. I
assume, if someone doesn't eat
or date, this mouthwash won't
work for them.
. The next time you go shoppmg, remember to follow the
advice expounded by consumer
advocates. You may discover a
chewing gum that has an acth'e
ingredient called "xeropimple
hobia" that will cure your
pimples.

--~tte1S-Such irresponsible behavior
has no place at this university
To the turkey who found it
to relieve himself
all over the stall, floor and
toilet-paper dispenser in the
men's restroom on the first
floor of the south wing of Faner
Hall: who in the hell do you
think you are?
That type of immature,
irresponsible, anti&<lCial behvior has NO place at an institute
of higher learning, or for that
matter any public facility. (I
guess if you want to desecrate
yo~ own shrine that's your own
busmess.)
It is exactly this type of inconsiderate, malicious behavior
that makes the world the
screwed-up place it tends to be
sometimes!
Furthermore, I think most
people assume that a student
entering a university, high
school or the first grade has
learned how to take care of
certain needs in a modest,
mature manner befitting
someone of the human race.
Unfortunately SIU doesn't offer
n~essary

any remedial courses in potty
training!
Finally, I would also like to
call your attention to one other
small fact. 1 am unaware of
your motives for such a childish
act but a:;suming you were
directing your perverted
hostilities at the University, it's
faculty or it's students, I would
like to remind you that your
tuition dollars also pay for the
maintenance of University
facilities. It is because of people
such as yourself, who perpetrate these stupid and senseless acts of vandalism - be
they the destruction of
University
property
or
something as !Dane as your
defilement of a restroom - that
the cost of education continually
rises for all of us. Therefore. in
the interest of saving yourself
some money as well as the rest
of us. I sincerely hope you will
find it in your heart to take aim
next time. Grow up! - Greg
Shaw, Senior, Finance and
German

In support ofPaul Simon...
I'm writing this letter in
support of Paul Simon for the
U.S. Senate.
As a student, I'm concerned
about the availability of
financial assistance. Assistance
is necessary for to complete my
college career. That's the major
reason why I'm for Paul Simon.
Paul SImon chairs the House
Higher Education Committee,
and led the fight to stop
Rec.ogan's "New Federalism
Meatcleaver." Rea~an wanted
to end federal stude"t financial
assistance.
Paul Simon cares about
student needs, which is why
he'd make a great U.S. Senator.
Simon, a co-sponsor of the
Nuclear Freeze, supports the
effort to pass the Equal Rights
Amendment and pushed for
passage of the Voting Rights
Act extension. Paul Simon

questions wasteful defense
systems,like the MX dilemma,
and moreover led the fight
against it.
Students across Illinois have
the rare opportunity to make a
difference this spring by
working for a person who's
worth voting for. That person is
Paul Simon, the chief defender
of federal student aid in
Congress today. Imagine what
he will do as our senator, if we
work to elect him.

fo;h'~St~l~r;!za:.~~a~i:O~!ini~

Hong Kong fate
teeters bet"\,l"een

London, Peking
WORLD INTEREST in Hong Kong's fate
blossomed after a five-year countdown began
for settlement of the colony's sovereignty in
July of last year. The stock market there
plummeted to its lowest level since the crash of
1973, and real e:;tate prices, once among the
highest in the world, nose-dived 40 to 90 percent.
The Hong Kong "jitters" hardly went unD(',ticed in London - or in Peking, which has
greater interest in ensuring the continued
prosperity of Hong Kong than is often thought.
STEVE LOHR of The New York Times wrote
recently that "while British companies and
individuals trading in Hong Kong might bring
about $100 million a year to the British
e;:onomy ... China may be getting up to $8
billion a year, or 40 percent of its total foreign
exchange earnings, from trading with and
through Hong Kong as well as remittances
from overseas Chinese." On top of this, he
wrote that "the colony's entrepreneurs are the
principal investors in China's special economic
zones, on which the Chinese are depending to
help create jobs and economic growth."
China's interest in Hong Kong's continued
well-being is apparent in other ways, also.
China has billions of dollars worth of investments in Hong Kong, ranging from balks
and department stores to trading compauies
and tailor shops, all of which would lose value
should Hong Kong go "down the drain." This
was suggested by Cao Weilan, deputy director
for economic affairs at China's Xinhua News
Agency's Hong Kong Bureau, in 1I recent interview with the Far Eastern Economic
Review. Cao said, "China has a proven record
of conducting its business according to Hong
Kong laws and regulations just as traders and
merchants from other parts of the world do."

Jack Prasai
StaHWriter

HOWEVER. the British Foreign Office has
argued. that .. Hong Kong's stability an1
prospenty are to be preserved, and if London is
to discharge what it regards as its moral
commitments to Hong Kong, "some official
administrati·...e role is essential after 1997." In
other words, what London is reportedly telling
Peking is that while the two systems, capitalist
ana communist, have existed side-by-side to
mutual benefit in the past, they are essentially
incompatible and cannot be mb:l!d together.
The Chinese believe that sovereignty without
administrative powers is meaniog\ess. In fact,
according to the Cbin~, th!! reeent emphasib
that their leaders have put on recovering Hong
Kong ::\nd on wiping out a national humiliation
- while letting the British out of an "embarrassing situation" - would tend to suggest
that China might agree to an unofficial British
presence in the form of senior civil servants
after 1997.
TH~ <?HIN~SE and British have gone ahoot
!M!gotiating ~th exemplary foresight on what
IS a v,ery delicate and complex issue of farreaching co~sequences. Serious thinking began
on the subject when Britisb Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher visited China last year - a
full 15 y~rs before 1997. Clearly both London
and Peking have recognized the need to
prepare the public on each side of the issue for
the changes that loom ahead.

It is remarkable that when many other
countries have simply marched in and gobbled
~ small colonial enclaves like Hong Kong, the
might of the People's Republic of China has
been demonstrated quite effectively in the
settlement of an awkward issue left over by
history.

Thursday in the Orient Room of
the SIU-C Student Center. All
graduate and undergraduate
students, be they Republicans,
Democrats or Independents are
invited to attend. Together we
can make a difference. - BasH
Demc~ak,
Freshman, Administration of Justice.

Library is hurting
from hiring freeze
I'm very happy that VicePresident Guyon has "seen no
major problems" resulting
from the hiring freeze from his
haven in Anthony Hall. The
library, however, is hurting
badly because of staff reductions. I'm afraid students and
faculty will become increasingly aware of the
situation as services languish
over the coming months and
years. Alan M, Cobn,
Humanities Librarian and Prol,
of English.

'Ron Reagan has broken international law'
My first draft of this letter
contained insulting criticism for
John Dyslin; but I rationalized
that childish namecalling is
ignorant and I'd rather devote
some of this space to civil
analysis of his fetter and the
issues it addressed.
John wrote about "cowards
and simple minds" protesting
U.S. involvement in Lebanon
and Grenada, but most of the
things he said made me wonder
how much thought he had put
into his criticism.
He mentioned that the
Marines were in Lebanon "to
have peace in that troubled
country." How does it serve to
keep the peace between warring
factions when you actively
engage in artillery barrages

against one of the combatants,
as we are doing? Sounds more
like war than peace to me. He
&uggests that we should support
the Gemayel government in
Lebanon. I don't know what his
rationale for this is, but I do
know that it has nothing to do
with the opinion of the Lebanese
people, because they don't
support it at all. He praises the
display of ethnocentric hatred
toward Iranians as a result of
the hostage crisis. Is he aware
of U.S. financing of the police
state set up by the Shah to
funnel great portions of that
country's wealth into his own
and American corporations'
bank accounts, or of the number
01 innocent civilians who were
tortured or murdered by the

Shah's secret police?
Regarding Grenada, he states
that there's nothing wrong with
murdering hundreds of people
(perhaps over a thousand by
now), because of a conjecture
as to the well-being of others.
Or dOes Dyslin believe that it's
all right to kill someone because
he or she is communist (or lives
in a communist state)?
Incidentally, the invasion
constitutes a direct violation of
Article 54 of the UN Charter.
Tholt means Ron Reagan has
broken international law.
But what really bothered me
about John's letter was ito;
un<!ElI'!ying philosophy. He_
seems to feel intense hatred
toward Iranians, communism
and, most importantly, free

Book ban excuses
border on absurd

thought, as e . .idenced by his
Seeing the list of banned
lovc-it-or-Ieave-it attitude.
books in the Nov. 3 DE shows
John speaks of patriotism, but me how close we are coming to
I'm not so sure he knows what "1984" and "Farenheit 451."
that word means. It doesn't Some of these books like
imply a strict adherence to "Grapes of Wrath" and
everything the president says, "Huckleberry Finn" are true
or to some religious-ethical- classics of the literary world.
moral code, or a no-holdsThe excuses given for banbarred struggles to maintain ning tht:m are absurd. The
the (economic, social alld bannin~ of Alfred Hitchcoek's
philosophical) status quo. What book is possibly the most abIt does mean, atleast to me, is surd. Tales of the surrnatural
the embracing of the freedoms have been part 0 cultures
:md obligations that we have throughout time.
here; the freedom to thir,1\ and
I know of a book that has
say what we believe (and even questionable language, sex and
what we don't!), and the violence. Perhaps it should be
obligation to preserve others' banned also. It's not on the list
rights in the same vein. but it's called the Bible. - Ken
Bruce Stapely, Thermal and Scott, Senior, Speech ComEnvironmental
Engineering. munication,
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'Earthwalk' details odyssey
By Terry Levecke
Entertainment Editor
Did you ever feel like taking

sO~hee ti:iI::: ~~~~~e~i~? _
and chose quite an outlandish
vacation; they spent 15 mor.ths
hiking, climbing, swimming
and canoeing their way from
Ancorage, Alaska to the
Mexican border.
David Walker visited SIU-C
Sunday night to tell the story of
their trip. It involved 1,500
slides and took an hour and a
half to chronicle the adventure.
The brothers were going to
college at Washington State;
David was a junior, and didn't
want to work a 9 to 5 job on
break, he said. Phil was
working for the forest servi..e in
Alaska. Neither had any
specific experience for the trip
- except that they were in

Sh~~~d a death wish, 1 needed
to push myself," David said
after the show. "I also wanted
to experience friendship."
And that he did, s~nding
almost the entire trip With only
.hi.'! brother. The slide presen-

tation captured the beauty of
some rarely·traveled trails and
places that trails don't reach.
The presentation tried to
capture some of their emotions,
Ii!re sittng on a summit in
Alaska, looking down on a
storm they just trekked
through.
Phil is quoted in the show at
that point: "Did you ever feel
totally at ease with yourself and
your surroundings?"
The show stressed the underlying importance of harmony of man with nature that is
necessary for places like those
shown to remain.
The brothers took 3,000 pictures on the 15-month adventure, with the full intention
of bringing what they saw to
other people. Both majored in
filmmaking and photography in
coUege, and felt this was a
creative way to get thier foot
into a Hollywood filmmakers'
door.
"They may not be interested
in 'Earthwalk,' but if they have
heard of it, they might say 'Oh
yeah, Earthwalk, come on in.',"
David said later, while
discussing future film projects

with his brother, Steve, who is
traveling with the show.
The Walkers miJde their trip
in 1974 and 1975. They had bee"!
sitting on all the slides,
restricted from presenting
them because of lack of funds.
That's where ·Kodak came in.
Last year Kodak approached
them, after the two approached
Kodak the previous year, and
gave them the r!",oney necessary
for the show - $60,000 worth of
equipment.
David is still beaming with
energy almost 10 years after the
trip. When everyone cleared the
ballroom, the 33-year-old
whipped off his classic sweater
and khaki pants, :oeady to jump
into action tearing down the
stage, in a pair of shorts and a
shirt, and of course hiking boots
(the
lightweight,
nylon
variety).
His smile barely dissipated
ft., the rest of the night, but
lines around his eyes revealed
his weariness from almost three
months on the road, with two
more weeks to go The
presentation will reach 80

universit:~.

David will return with his

Telpro offers hands-on experience
By Liz Myers
Staff Writer

tradl tiona I end-of-week from the classroom."
In Telpro, I;tudents from aU
revelries for hands-on exWSIU-TV studio- majors can get experience in
but that 0005n't mean they don't every job in TV production,
have fun.
Homan said.
"We are talking about getting
They design and light sets,
to the 'inside' of the studio for direct, r.reate graphics, work as
four to five hours," said Mark grips (production assistants)
Homan, senior in radio-TV, and even write the scripts, said
operatioll' .aanager for Telpro.
"It's something you can't get See TELPRO, Page 7
perienc~ in a

For 110 dedicated radio-TV
students, Friday nights are a
time for a valuable learning
experience.
They're members of Telpro,
student television production
organization. Every Friday
night these students forfeit the

DAVIS AUTO CENTER
Rt. 51·5. Makanda (On .Cedar Creek Rd.) 549·3675
BRAKE SPECIAL

.:}
J:;~.

AMC FALL SPECIAL
ALL SEATS

brother Steve to Malii,u, Salif,
99_
for two months off, whIle alj the ,
Thru Dec. 6
universiities are on break Mo""':lhe~U~lt~,mo--:-te-':-Expen---e"'fl(~e-""

~~~he t~~i~~u~~C~h~r ~~~~~d

BRAINSTORM

and hflS I! few kids, Oa vid said,
"\'I lu.s (6:00, 8:30@
)
so the touring duties were left to
UNDER FIRE
him.
The trip didn't deeply change
1il lu.s (5:30. 8:15@99t1
the California natives, but it did
"NEVER SAY
make them feel close to God.
NEVER AGAIN"
"Nature is the art of God,"
David said. "You can look al it, '
touch it, feel it, you're dealing .~===;E='=';~~r--1111
directly with God."
The two bushwhacked aU the
way through Alaska, and met
upon some rough times that
gave them the idea to cut short
the trip.
"When we were caught in the
Wrangells (mountains), we
thought we'd bail out as soon as
we got out," David said. They
were caught in mud and water
from an early thaw for two days
:~~IY~~t ~~::~~~e were It)5t,
But once they did get out "the
sky was blue, somebody helped
us along with" spirited supplies,
and tJ-ey were on their way once
again. Other food and equip-ment supplies were mail
dropped by their parents at
vanous points throughout the
triP.

Films Presents ...

TONIGHT
&.
WEDNESDAY

Roman
Polanski's

David said th~ Indians helped
them out a lot. '·They offered us
food,let us bed down with them,
and gave us lots of good advice," David saul "They're "till
there in the bush hiking."
Sitting back with a tall glass
of iced orange juice after t~e
evening was complete, DaVId
admitted that telling the story
over and over again does get
tedious.

Pe

7pm

$1.50

Student Center
Auditorium

-'.

Special

,

~~
DllUMOtI
DlIC_AKU
PIIONT DlIC _AKU
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'3•.•'

ALIGNMENT
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!

8cyllncter
6cyllncler
4cyllntler

:~,~

i':':~'.. ~
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134.95
130.95
128.95

112.95
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BUS SERVICE -:m~~~
TO CHICAGO & SUBURBS CALL 529-J862
As Little As 5 ~ Hours To Chicago-Land

-THANKSGIVING BREAK·
'Tickets Now On Sale-AII,ReserveS~atin9

Still On.ll~~!~!~~~)~~DTRIP
OFFER EXTENDED

ACT NOW
• &.i!AVEII
,. ..

DEPARTURES
WED •• NOV. 16

~..ov~. 17

I.!::!!W

=.:.=-:
RETURNS

"" .. NOV. 19

WID.. NOV••
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f1U~~.NOV.l) Reg. $59.7?
STUDENT TRANSIT TICKET SALES OUTlET
AT 715 S. UNIVERSITY AVE.
(ON THE ISLAND, UPPER LEVEL)
~~c,cJo_II"'_'"

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
FRIDAY

lO:3OAM '2:3OPM
&2PM-6PM
10:3OAM.l:3OPM

H a I f

P r

c e

Soft and full of body, our regular
conditioni.lg perm is now half-price. Save over
20.00 on this special Hairbenders perm. Call
today for an appointment.
~

CutandStyleAcldfjooaL

12/15/83

H-a- i r ben d e r

5

Hairstyling for Men and Women.
103 S o . l l l l n o l s Ave.
Carbondale •
549- 4422 1
R

ro,o..~.,

19tH

Building of Alton Dam
a study in superlatives
ALTON (AP) - The new
Alton Lock and Dam 26 under
construction in the MissiSSippi
River might not be the eighth
wonder of the world, but its
dimensions are certainly a
source of wonderment.
When completed, ilia facility
will weigh 1,086,980 tons, and
will contain 500,000 cubic yards
of concrete, enough to build a
root 26 feet thick over Busch
Stadium in St. Louis.
Enough steel will go into the
dam - 70,480 tons - to build
35,000 luxury cars. It will
contain about 192 miles of
pilings driven down to bedrock
- 15,000 of these, each 65 to 70
feet long and weighing 2.7 tons.
The dam will stretch 1,160 feet.
from bank to bank, while the
length of the lock and
l;"Uidewalls will be 3,920 feet more than a half mile.
Four hundred men and
women working three shifts a
day, five days a week, are
employed in building the dam,
from both sides of the
Mississippi.
And their boss is deli~ted.
"There's not a better JOb in
the <U.S. Army) Corps of
Engineers, bar none," says J.D.
(Jim) Bissell, the resident
engineer.
Bissell has worked on three
dams in the Arkansas River
during his 24 years with the
Corps, but this is the first time
he's been in charge of building
one. His job is quality control.
"We sure don't want to build
somethln' that will fall down
next week," Bissell says in his
Arkansas drawl.

It's hard to imagine how i'
could.
Looking down into the temporary cofferdam, which holds
back the mighty Mississippi to
allow the Corps to work, visitors
see a project spread over 25
acres studded with giant
cranes, chattering pile drivers,
trucks, cars, stacks of
materials, sheds and scurrying
people.
Standing inside the "hole," as
it is called, they're far below
river level, and the lock and
dam ~roject's size is overwhelmmg. Just the seepage
from the river into the work
area is astounding - ',{I,OOO
gallons of water are pumped
back into the river every minute
around the clock.
Bissell says it's not only the
biggest project he's ever
worked on, but is also the
biggest sin~le Corps of
Engineers proJect in the United
States.
After a 10-year fight,
Co~-6J"e5S in 1978 authorized
construction of a replacement
fer Lock and Dam 26 at an
estimated cost - not adjusted
for inflation - of $470 million.
The lock and dam system
raises the level of the
Mississippi at Alton to enable
barges drawing 81-2 feet of
water to navigate the river.

Actual work on the dam
began in 1980 and the first phase
• is real close on schedule,"
says Bissell. It is to be completed in April 1985.

Student arrested and charged
An SIU-C student was .parent reason.
Sanderlin posted $50 bond and
arrested and charged with
assault and battery Saturday was given a notice to appear in
after he allegedly struck court.
In a separate incident Friday
another student, according to
night, a 20-year-old female
SIU-C Security.
Kevin L. Sanderlin, 20, of 214 student reported to SIU-C
Schneider Hall, was arrested Security that she was grabbed
after the incident at about 2:10 at 10:40 p.m. by a man as she
was walking between the blue
a.m., police said.
The victim, 18-year-illd Todd barracks to her home in Mae
Smith.
.
Himm of Schneider Hall, and
The man fled the scene after
witnessf'S said Sanderlin struck
him in the jaw and then threw grabbing the woman, police
him to the ground for no ap- said.

TELPRO from Page 6
former operations manager
Patrice Maenza, who now
serves on Telpro's executive
committee.
Telpro has been in operation
since 1970, and is contracted by
private
and
public
organizations to do video-tape
features, averaging from 3 to 15
minutes in lellgth, said Maenza,
a senior in radio-TV.
Telpro also produces student
written works, Maenza said.
Mter closing membership to the
organization four weeks after
each semester begins, the
executive committee decides
what student-written video
productions are going to be
produced.
Telpro has done video
productions for the American
Heart Assocation, the Department of Special Education and
the blood drive. The group also
has produced an eight-minute

comedy skit entitled "The
Violation" that will be sent to
the national competition of
AERho, the professional
broadcasting organization.
Telpro is currently working
on "Hot Rocks" a one-hour rOCk
video show, complete with
concert schedules, rock videos
and veejays (video disc
jockeys) from WC!L; a reenactment of a Biblical story;
and "Rejection Slip's," a
comedy skit about a writer who
wants to get a story published in
a magazine.
The facultf adviser for Telpro

is Bill Johnson, a radio-TV

instructor. Students interested
in joining Telpro can contact
Patrice Maenza or Mark
Homan in the Radio-Television
Department in the Commu!ucations Building.

Vote-Tuesdal, November 8
for

BARBARA IENNEn
at Carbondale Community
High School
THE RESULTS OF GOOD LEADERSHIP:

RICHARD PRYOR

• A CT scores up in eac;h oj ~he last
4 years.
• Average teac;hers' salary
$25,018

• Nine administrative and
supervisory positions eliminated.
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LIVE! ON STAGE!

BROADWAY'S SMASH HIT MUSICAU
BEST MUSICAL 1982 TONY /I4NARO NOMINEE

JONATHAN
EDWARDS

NICOLETTE
LARSON

HENRY GROSS
sIorJtnVln

in an
upcoming
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o/your
college
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Republicans discuss strategy
for increasing voter turnout
By John Racine
Starr Writer
Some politi cans think it is a
handicap that Southern Illinois
covers a lot of the map and does
not have many people.
Joe Hale does not.
Rale, the Republican state
comTJ1itteeman for the l2nd
Cong..·essional District, said at
the 19&1 Downstate Republican
ConferE!nCe in Mount Vernon
that Southern Illinois is in a
"uni~'.Je position because it has
a brge geography and only a
ff'W people."
That, he added, "gives us a
bi~ job to do."
LL Gov. George Ryan agreed,
saying that Southern Illinois
representatives have an edge
over their northern counterparts.
.'Downstate representation
has many advantages over
those in the north, like Cook
County," Ryan said. Downstate
represe:tatives "reach a
common ground with constituents a lot faster thuii those
in the larger areas," he said.
"You now have four
Re;>ublican representatives
from Southern Illinois in
Springfield," Ryan remarked.
"We would like to have the
other six."
Despite such advantages the
Republican party in Southern
Illinois
needs
to
be
strengthened, some politicans
said at the convention Saturday.
Ryan said there is a need for a
stronger downstate Republican
party because the Democratic
party has been breaking
tradition and expanding into the
suburbs of Chicago.
"In the past there was a
Sdying that 'we can let the
Democrats have Chicago
because we've got the suburbs:
weU, the last election proved
that that was not true," Ryan
said.
"We can't dilute the party
here or in the north," Ryan
added. "The state has had a
natural geographic split for
years."
State Rep. Ralph Dunn, RDuQuoin, a candidate for State
Ser;. Ken Buzbee's seat in the
58th District, said the party
needs better communication .
conference
is
. 'This
necessary," Dunn said. "We
need to get together like this
more often."
Dunn also recommended that
minorities such as students,
women and blacks, be courted
more by the GOP.
State Rep. Bob Winchester,
R-Rosiclare, agreed with many
of Dunn's points, adding that too
many Republicans cross-over
on ballots.
"The Republicans got wiped
out in the last election," he said.
"Too many of them crossedover."
State Rep. Dwight Friedrich,
R-Centralia, said, "Voting a
straight ticket is the omy way to
go. And if I didn't believe that
I'd be a Democrat."
Friedrich said he believps
many people cross over on the
ballot because they fail to see
the difference between con-

servative Republicans and
liberal, "bleeding heart"
Democrats.
Friedrich said that precinct
committeemen are the "back·
bone of the party" and called
upon the 11,000 committeemen
statewide to work harder for
more support.
"Nobody ever gets too many
votes, but I got too few one time
and I didn't like it," he said.
The
theory
that
the
Republican party is the party of
the rich has had an adverse
affect on success of the GOP,
Vermillion County chairman
Joe Montgomery said. Montgomery also agreed that
women and other minorities
cannot be
ignored by the
Republicans.
"When I had some vacant
positions I filled them with
women and as it turns out they
have provl'd to be some of my
better workers," he said. "You
had better believe that when I
have more open spots I am

Only $3.19

going to fill them with women.
They want to do the work."
Montgomery said that he has
noticed an improvement in
party unity and in GOP strength
in his county since establishing

a ~~o~:f~a~~~d· that the
Republican party needs more
forceful campaigning in order
to keep up with the Democrats.
"We are timid compared to
the Democrats," McCormick
said.
The Republicans also need to
close the gap with the
Democrats in other ways, too.
Don Adams, chairman of the
Illinois Republican Central
Committee, said that the
Tl'!mocrats are ahead of the
I~mois GOP by at least 500,000
r ..gistered voters. A sizeable
gap which, he said, needs to be
closed .
The Democrats, he said,
pushed for larger voter
registration during the 1982
statewide elections.
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lUind control studied

Soviets pursue psychic war
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviet Union hels achieved
"significant progress" toward
developing
mind-control
weapon:;:, says a U.S. Army
study disclosed in a new book on
military uses of psychic
phenomena.
Author Martin Ebon contends
that mind-altering effects or
"remote monitoring of brain
wave activity" are among
possible reasons behind the
Soviet
microwave
bombardment of the U.S. Embassy
in Moscow.
"Soviet scientists view the
brain as an apparatus available
for probing and manipulation,"
Ebon says. "They are well
aware
that
perfected
techniques in ESP and other
phenomena would make effective wartime strategies."
Publication of Ebon's book
"Psychic Warfare: Threat or
Illusion?" comes amid increased interest in parapsychology research on Capitol
Hill as well as within the
Pentagon and U.S. intelligence
agencies.
A report prepared recently by
the Congressional Research
Service, an arm of the Library
of Congress, concluded that

"psi phenomena" could be
applied in education, mMidne,
geologi~al exploration and
busi.'less management.
Mir.::k:ontrol techniques also
may prove useful for "military
intelligence and police work"
along with "crime, persuaSion,
mischief and disinformation,"
it said.
Psi phenomena include
various forms of extrasensory
perception, for example
telepathy
arid
"remote
viewing" of distant locations.
Another form is
"psychokinesis," the ability to
move or bend .olid objects with
the mind.
Critics of parapsychology,
however, charge that much of
the research is either scientifically unsound or fraudulent.
Other skepticS argue that even
if the phenomena exist, they are
too weak and unpredictable to
have military value.
Congressional supporters of
psi research include Sen.
Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., ranking

Democrat on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
He said he had discussed the
parapsychology field with
Soviet researchers during a
visit to the Soviet Union in
August.
"I personally have never
experienced or seen a psychic
event," Pell said recently. "But
it seems to me there have been
adequate scientific articles
written that would indicate that
they do occur."
To counter that potential
threat, it said, the United States
should develop special defensive tactics and begin to explore
the use of its own mind-<:ontrol
weapons.
Speculation over possible
purposes behind the Soviet
microwave bombardment of the
Moscow embassy - believed to
have begun as early as 1953 has centered largely on use of
the beams for eavesdropping or
to try to jam U.S. electronic
inteUigence-gathering
equipment.

SDU.OIN STOCKADE
Anniversary Steak Sale

Health and
Fitness Guide

Come help us celebrate our , year
anniversary with our
Super SpeCials

PHYSICAL FITNESS

101 S. Wall - Carbondale

Circuit Training class meets
from 4 to 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays until Nov. 17 in
the Recreation Center Golf
Room.

SALE

Swimming Clinics for those
interested in improving their
stroke meet from 7 to a p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, Nov.
a to Nov. 17 at the Natatorium.

Dn/yone of these penS
is thin enougH
to draw the linebe/ow.

MIND-BODy..gPtRIT
Relieving Backache through
the use of exercise and other
techniques will meet from 7 to 9
p.m. Tuesday in the Recreation
Center Administrative Office
area.

107N. Park
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ACROSS
1 Split
Sirritate
9 Mortily
14 Culture
medium
15 Coupe
16 Depths
17 Dilemma
18 Gin
19 Pineapple
20 Vibrato
22 Pa.-1o.mery
item
24 -rer
26 Skin
openings
27 Public hero
29 Wool weight
30 Insecl
33 Diversions
37 Bread
38 Horses
39 -demer
40Suile
41 Bikini tops
42 Brides'
amassments
44 State: abbr.
45 Writing tool
46 Classily
47 Drosses

49 In - - :
soon
53 RabbillClOd
57 Bovine
58 Shallot
59 "Too badl"
61 This: Sp.
62 Headdress
63 Crake's kin
64 TallOW
65 Quadrupeds
66 Hitch
67 Distant prel.
DOWN
1 Garment
2 Marketplace
3 Spokes
4 Latlices
5 Guinea pig
6 Emanalion
7 Imprint
8 Containers
9 Trapped
10 Suspends
11 Jewish
month
12 Short: prel.
13 Ages
21 Ore bodies
23 Love deily
25 Eur. nation
28 Citronella

To day 's
puzzle
Puzzle answers
tIre on Page 9
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
40
42
43
45

Snakes
One
Army VIPs
Both: prel.
Earth
USSR river
Snooze
Bonniest
Pulse
Har":en
AnI 01 prO
STOUand
SST!!

47
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

so

Accounl
legIslator
Come lorth
Stopping
place
Growing out
CIty on the
Tevere
Cuckoos
Clever ones
GWTW
mansion
Wilt
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'Session to focus
on military activity
A lecture and discussion
session about U.S. military
involvemelit in Lebanon and
Grenad:t will be held at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday at the Wesley
Center, 8J6 S. Illinois Ave.
The session, which is sponsored by the Coalition for
Change and the Palestinian
Student Association, is titled
"No More Vietnams."
The Rev. Ted Braun, minister
of the Church of the Good
Shepherd m Carbondale, will
speak it' o~ition to the recent
tJ .S. inVasion of Grenada. David
Williams will voice ~tion to
keeping U.S. troops m Lebanon.
The sponsors of the session
said that recent U.S. military
action in the Caribbean and the
Middle East is ~ of a general
U.S. policy of mtervention that
"raises the danger of wider
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(chemical care kit included)

With the price of fine jewelry today. it's good to
know that a jewelry-quality Siladium ring is now more
affordable than ever. Save-and choose from a variety
of beautiful styles. Then personalize your nng with custom options that express your tastes. your interests. your
achievements.
Every fine Siladium ring is crafted with careful attention to detail. and backed by the

Plus: Extended Wear

't699S

ArtCarved Full Ufetime affanty. Now•. a.t these special savinQSIIR]QjRYEIJ
the value is exceptional! Don't miss this opportunity to get a
beautiful buy on a fine Sdadium ring. ViSit the ArtCarved
CLASS RINGS.INC
Ring Table soon.
IN..

New extended wear contact lenses which
you can wear for up to 30 days, even while
you sleep. This is an exceptional offer.
Eve examination can IJe arranQeCl.
Eye examinatIOn extra When necessary
SPecial lenses ¥ICI

discounts excluded WIth this offer.

University Mall, Carbondale

529·2317
t1I'-_______
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Nov. 8-Nov. 11

Time 9:30·4:00pm Place

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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It was incorrectly reported in
the Friday issue of the Daily
. Egyptian that the proposed
athletics fee increase would
raise the fee from $20 to $30. The
athletics fee for full-time
students is currently $30 and the
proposed $10 increase would
raise it to $40.

In ~.ovember Horner Rausch is repeating
this sensational offer of soft contact lenses
from American Hydron or Bausch & Lomb.
Take advantage of this special today and
discover the comfort and convenience of
soft contact lenses.
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Campus Shopping Center
Call 5049-5222 Or Walk·ln.

Staff Photo by NeviUe Loberg

Harvest dancers
Indian youngsters perform a native dance a8 part
of the play, "Ramayana." The performance was

part of Deepavali, an Indian celebration of the
harvest.

Women's Athletic Director Get Physil"lI" program will be
Charlotte West will give a tour given by Vicki Stafko, a
of the renovated Davies Gym to graduate student in health
the members of the American education. All women with
Association of University bachelors' degrees are invited
W;'::3~~~;
::::~~~~~d~~table
clothing
____________
_ _ _ _~~io~-:s:aXLet's
_ _ _ _ _ _ _~_
_______
__

Davies Gym tour
is n:rganized for
University Women

Marion man
falls; injured
during show

. - - - - - - - - - - - -..

Men's & Women's
3.1 Mile CrossCountry Run
on SIUC
Campus.
3:00 pm Saturday
November 12, SIU
Cross Country
Course.,.-----..J
G
II
ELI IILI; A current SIUC Students. Student spouses,
faculty/staff & spouses with current SRC Use Card
(faculty rate) or with purchase of $3.00 Event Entry
Card.
(Current intercollegiate cross country runners
are
!l21el!gible.)

11:00 pm November 11 at the Information Desk or
Nov. 12 at the race site by 2:30 pm.
PRE·RACE MI!!TlNG; 2:30 pm November 12, at the
s~'!!.n~ line of the SIU Cross Country Course._

Course maps are available·at the SRC Info Desk.

Security.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR:
ePILOTS
e NAVIGATORS
eENGINEERS

Howard K. Durfee, 28, was
transferred Saturday morning
Firmin Desloge Hospital in
st. Louis from Carbondale
Memorial Hospital after the
accident at 10:15 p.m.
Police said he suffered a skull
fracture, dislocated left elbow
.. ntl laceration about his right
eye.
Durfee feII from the bleachers
as he was reportedly Climbing
over the rail to descend and go
to the bathroom. Police said his
girlfriend had warned him to
walk down the bleachers.

,0

Frank Klingberg, political
scientist specializing in international relations, will
present a travelo~e-slide show
on "The Soviet Union Today"
from 2 tl) 3:20 p.m. Wednesday
at the Carbondale Public
Library.
Klingberg, who visited the
Soviet Union in August, will
discuss relations between the
Soviet Union and the United
States. The library will have an
exhibit of books from the Soviet
UniOD

I

REGISTRATION: Sign up with SIU 10, SRC Use Card,
Spouse Card or 10 & Certificate of AppOintment until

A Marion man was injured
Friday after he fell from upper
bleachers onto the concrete
concourse at the SIU-C Arena
during the Kenny Rogers
concert, according to SIU-C

Soviet Union
program set
at city library

.17M
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If you're 0 college graduate (or soon will
be), age 261,12 or under, a special United
States Officer Selection Team W'lnts to talk
with you!

NOW IN PROGRESS

Your opportunity for",

~7"10~

lADIES

CURIIS • 8.1SS • ROalPORT •
CANDIES· 9WEST • OEmR •
SPERRY· CAPRI· LA. OORIIN •
FOOlWORKS • $AS • AIGNER·
ZODIAC· NIIIE • ADIDAS •

.r:-

Challenging and rewarding work!
Above average salary I
3O·days annual vacation with pay!

011

Learn more about these exciting career opportunities I
Visit the team at the Student Center, Saline Room on:
Tuesday. November 8, 8 am to 5 pm
Wednesday, NoY@mber 9,8 am to 5 ~In

ClARK • lEYl • SPERRY.

For more information, call 6181457·3664 (collect) .
Freshman and Sophomores call AFROTC at 6181
453-2481.

DAUG~Rs.. BOOTS
IlIKE • ADIDAS
~1lJDIAC • CANDIES· FRYE· nMIERLINE

~

WTAORADIO

MILLER LITE PARTY
Wednesday, November 9

9:00 p.m.
FREE teeshirts, prizes & giveaways

.. -1NItieftt-....-

• Abortion up to 20 weeks
(--,or 1oQI--..w1
• Band-Aid Surgery
• Vasectomy
• Slat. Licensed
• Membet- Nalional
Abortion Federalion

TOUfIII

1~-3121
11i02 21St Street
~"e City. Illinois 62040
15 Minut~ from St. louis

DANCE TO I'SASS" at
PRIME TIME'S LOUNGE
Next Wednesday Cuervo Gold Night
Every Friday at Noon - Ruthie's Fashion Show
I:oute 13 East (Next To University Mall)

529-5051
11.,11,1••••••' , . ' II II , . ,
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.. 15 Word MInimum
One Day-tO cent" per word

m~,!¥,,!:y::'~eenb per word. per

dathree or Four Day5-ll cents. per

w~~e~rud~t;~ IJay-7 cents per
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per word. per day.

Days-41 cents

1978 HONDA TWINSTAR 80 mpg,

~~~ ~O":~' ~7~~m~~~1t
'1980
KAWASAKI
750-LTD.
Drivable but needs cosmetic work.
Must
Call Lee for details. 4572920.

see.

3394Ac65

1~ Yt~~~:.. ~~~u!\~DS~~t,

extras. $325 Call Tom, After 4:00
p.m. 529-2578.
3395Ac60
SUZUKI GS550, FAIRING, crash-

~~'j;: Jr0,k~a.:!~ ~~~SU~~1t~~

$t40

INSURANCE

. Pat. &. Supplle.

A'_

Low Motorcycle Rates

eon..

AYALA INSURANCE

cran~, ie~Jg, ~:Ctb p~tt~~r
rntbottle cage included. $~OO
O. B. O.
3428Ai62

Real E.tat.
WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful

~i~~~~e Hills, Car~~~

Sport.!!!l Good.

OWNERS MUST SELL, make
offer-bomes from 118,000-$80,000.
We .,an help arran~finil!Dc:ng.
Call for details. Cen
21-House
of Realty, Carbondale, 830811d62

=.
'1m TOYOTA LAND Cruiser. 4xi.

Excellent running condition. New
~f\.~~ers, dUal exha'~~~~7

!~~~~WcG"~~L.mi: ~r~~r,

goot! condition. $650 080. Ca}1
idter 5p.m. 529 !!538.
a'r17Aa,,7

:n~~~':r?~~~~~~~~
~~~~i~!l~~ :rs~;e~ill:;~1

Very clean. $1600,529-2942
332sAa63

1!m1 PINTO. GOOD conditiOll, new
oarts, 56.t000 miles, 26 ~pg. $1250
OBO. 54l>-29!r7. Keep try)~Aa58
1974 CHEVY IMPALA, 4 dr_, hard
~9.\'ery good condition. ~~i
TRIUMPH TR7 1m 46,000 miles,

~~~~: ~~~~45~2,OOO-neg~~~i
1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III, runs
good, good hi~alc. milea~e
owner, $350 or
t. elly ~62

~ :~:it!!k, !~~~~~hl
~~fe~Y'cJI~go~~:57~1~ge.

Ex3401Aa60
-19-7-3-F-O-R-D-X-L-T-I50- Truck.

~=~iC, 360 engine, W~~

_._

. 12x60 MOBILE HOME. Located in
Frost Mobile Home Park off of
Pleasant Hill Road. Alreadv under'pinned and strapped down.
Incfudes a new washer and a. ~

1974 FORD MUSTANG II. Needs

:If! ~~oo~4~.gf05~t off~i~~
MUSTAN'G, ENERGY, 1974, Light

~::ri~~ a~~e$~~t ~~ ~tl:

341SAa66

1971 VEGA. GOOD engine. Only
72 000 miles. New front lIres. $375,
457-2279.
3425Aa59

Parts & Service.
ALTERNATORS AND STARn

I~u~:e~ebuNkn~~:es\tri~es k
Rebuilders, Marion, n. AD work

L~t~~~~:99J3~

Motorcycl••
1979HONDA CX-500 Custom. Like

:::~~'~I~~le8. $1.2~~A
1981 Y AMARA SECA 750. Higb
p;iformance header. Runs like a

~~efim~2:~er~~iOllDCIUdes
3377Ac64

FOR RENT

:-w~Y C:;:!~?f~Vs~~t~

-

Apartment.
CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. One bedroom fur-

mob3ehome. It even has a washer-

~7v~~ $A:1l~I~~~0C::YS:

~'!1s ~:.:r!~:.r2 g.~~~~

3429Ae59

of i!mada Inn on Old Rt. 13 West.
Cau 684-4145.
B2971B857

MI.c.llaneous
t:i.~~Jr~,la~6J~C&f~ l~yu:~~

ONE '" TWO bedrooms furnished,

seU. Old Route 13 west. TUl11 ~uth
:::!~~ Inn Tavern, gO~15a
SWEATSHI~TS!

4·tIeci,oom: ~ S. leveroge
3-1Ied,oom: 303 S. For..1
406 Cherry Caurl
"lOS. Ash
1·lIedroom: 406S. Unl,..·.'tyn

529-'012

529·316'

457-7••1

TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent,
available now. No pelS please. 457B306OBc61

8352 after 4 p.m.

~~f~le~r?~~

ri'25 c~mf~:
~:t waste money, ca~~~&J:5
VERY EXCELLENT 12x65. Two
MdTooms, furnished, air, na,tural
anchored. dose
~~.us UnivE'rlSity ~Jkff:a
g.!S und~.:ned,

EXTRA NICE TWO bedroom,
$260-month_ Town " Coun~ No

!:ftt:; ;'::.' reql!ir~d. C1~1~~
CONCERNED ABOUT WIr-rTER
heating bills'? One bedroom

rs:nm~:. ~.:gr!et~l f~r:~~.

Located

l'h

miles

east

of

~~~her:nku~a~~d Hl~~n wr::!T~:

::~~.~A~ift~~~:wrmJso~:i~

.wring (4.,.. month) contracts.
Phone 54~12, 54&-31)02 ~~~B~o

12x60 ~'WO OR Three be!iruom.
Furnished, carp.eted, aIr con~~~e~:~~29-~"l no pets.
B32648c60

ONE TWO AND one three. bedroom
mobile homes. ~ly furnished and
~~~~~le. Glisson Court~1'kc~
SUBLET FOR SPRING Semester.
2-bedroom trailer near Campus.
~M~d 'Itilities. Call af~~~2
ONE AND TWO bedrooms. Clean,
nicely furnished. Close to campus.

=~~~d~~~CY'B~~~c£

VERY ELEGANT 12X70 front and

:;rs\'Je~~~s'aI~o n~f~:( ~~:

~~. and University M
~Jt;;;3

VERY INEXPENSIVE. 8x40 o!le

:::~T g~~~t~rt:~~~'::{d

anchored. Great for smgle student.
$100. 529-2533.
B235O&73

BE READY

FOR wint· r, 2

Goss Property P.fanage'1i~t~ll'

semester. Call 549-4985 aft~~'s2

~r~i:~~~O~~o~:n~r!Ep~s

utilities. Next to hOSpital.
Available December. 5~~~Ba60

.

NICE COTTAGE. CLEAN, closeto
campus. Immediate occupar:cy, no
pels. 549-0272 or 54~B3228Bb62

RURAL_ SECLUDED IN Boonies.
15 minutes to campus. 2 Bedrooms.
Appliances, water. sewer, trash
fumishE'd. $225.00. 54&-385033s&Bb58

~~~s. :fu~rtsr::~{~'se ~J~~~ri;'g

TV ANTENNA AND pole $20.
Wurlitzer electric pialll). 1~.

~.otal house:o 3 new Pf~iB~

:m

ONE BEDROOM NICELY fur-

1973 GRAND PRIX parts Magi,c
Chef gas stove; av"cai}o lIP',
=uent condition. Like ni::;1~7

~~~~~~°:.rb~&~~~re~ :e~C:
~::J~~~~tohr~~~~fh~:~J~ye~ii~~
~~u~:i~~~~~~!~~d'~~

University
Mall.
Avatlable
;~nuary 1st. $375-monthif.:S~7a

RECORD ALBUMS, OVER 400 33
333OAf57

~~~~,ii~~~~, a!~c~~~~~l 80~'e ur~

~:.t~~~, fr:~~rr~%u~~~ l~~=
=~rttb:~a~~er:IU:S~~

r:~~i~~d.a~~rJm~~t ;;~~m~~~t

~:-~~:!ea~_~~F~~~~~~.'''

VERY NICE 10000, 2 bef''"OOms,

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE well
insulated, natural ~as., furnished,

.. SPIDER WEB ... BUY and sen
used furniture and antiques. Socth
on O:d 51. 54&-1782.
83224Af70
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Now .entlng For Fall

.... _aa.. to Campus

DUNN APARTMENTS NOW
leaSing furnished one bedroom

find. For more information call
529-9472 or stop and see 250 S.
Lewis Lane, loam-4pm, Monday
3260Ba77
thru friday.

l.V.REPAIR
FREE ESTIMATES
9O-DAY GUARANTEE
RENT NEW T_V:S $4IWK
NEW & USED T.V:S FOR SALE
206 W_ WALNUT. C'DAlE
A.' l.V.
457.7009

54~-2454

BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM
house. s~g. summer optional
:;~~ , caU duringsi~~~

31)14Ba59

~~~tga~kt~~m, to3960P'

COD orders can HOI-835-1~7AfiIS

~ l!~.g~:~~-~. =~

t.,.

GI_ Wl"Ie_.....
510 So Uno_ralty

~J:is6!~ Pd~~iex-r;,o a~:r05~
1735,45H956.

l!-m~~~ ~fm~i !~~~f~~~h~

AMPLIFIER, 70 W-CH and preamplifier, by' Audionics of Orego'k

Now laking Fait and Spring conlracls
for efficienci... I bedroom and 2 bed.
room opl. 3 blocks from Campus. No
pets.

3325Ari6O

PEAVY CLASSIC AMPLIFIER.
Good condition. $350 O. B. O. ,
Can549-4956_evenings. 3413A~66

possible Cl>ntract. $6500. 3405Ae60 •

____

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

MUST SELL. 1983 Buffet R13
Clarinet. Used O'Ice. Brand new
condition! 54&-7726, eveni'EIAn59

c:~e::ai!.:!'~fu~~~~~.:a~~~

Electronics

~~~~n::r:.~~e:bo~h:lo ~lf~

1596,549-6207 or 457-7370. 342OBa66

549-2454

trying.

141152 NATIONAL 1m, very: good
condition. a-i:, 2-b€droom, Silrfing,

.

Jan. I, ~B~~

RENT FOR N~v .. Heat
furnished. 2 hedroom, umurnlshed.

klr:
~:Ii~~~e~~O::°:.~~t~~
687-2176, keep

l~ ~gFfaT I~~~a:l;'~!f ~1.~:
~i~.offer. call457-638~~

i97lFIAT BRAVA Wagon. Air
stereo, 5-speed, roomy an d

~~t;ty or as of

1981 ONE AND Two bedro!,m
nicely furnished, energy savlR1-

underpinned, anchored close to

3338Ae60

(kelly) - North Carolina ~h,ht
blue) - USC (white) - othersLMil4

~~~~ia~rik f~~rn~~b~~a~~mpl:i.~

RICKENBACKER 0/4 SCALE 6
string electric, triple pick-up,

~~be~~~~~~tu~'L:

3664.

ONE
BEDROOM,
U.NFURNISHED Lewis Park Apt. m

ATTENTJON
MUSICIANS! ! !
FEMALE lead singer needs
serious rock band. Contact Gayle
at 53&-1187. Serious calls 0lU~~An60

3358Ad58

COLLEGE

~~mJrJJl~ conditi~~

~

~~ ~r:'tftJ~~i:S~c~tdo~
Mobile HO~.J

~ campus. Sorry, nO~B~

::;ntals~:;e!~IsBa~NDn:.~~ t Now Renting for Folt and Spring.
studio. Full line.of musci~1 ac- , Efficiencies and 1 bedroom aprs. No
cessories. Unbehevable prices!
pels, laundry focilili ...
Digital Dela~ MXR, $3(J0. Tube
I'yntlll'.
Itar stanlf~ $18~~ A~I strings
(2 blkl. tram CampuI)
.99. Sound \;ore MUSIC, 715!r.
516S.... wlln..
niversity, on the Island 4f{~tis

MURPHYSBORO. 4 BE~RO~MS.
Completely remodeled mtenor.

1976 DODGE ASPEN. Runs excellent, body dented, $35O'=.e~.

8662.

~~,nln~~~iCal. Ca~9A-':'

a

tract. 54&-3850.

3370Ak58

f~~~i1~cn-rlf.!Te'l:ho~

availabrsA,ooo or ~t offer. 90
percent fmancing available at 12
percent over 10 year term: Phone
54&-3002 aftl!!' 5~ for. 8r~mlment
to
This IS
rgam'
BmAd60

see.

HOMEMADE .JON BOAT trailer.

$50.00. 457-6591.

of Stars) teaches an levels. A\s4;I,
be~inners in most other st1;les,

r4a~e !ro~t:5~'::~ci~~ ~~er

rAutomobll•• _

12 FT. ALUMINUM, V-huIJ boat
$150. 457-6591.
3369Ak58

FlAMENCO Gl'lTAR LESSONS!

CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres,

campus. For more info call Ed
between Hlp.m. 687-2430
34ooBa60

457-7941

Mu.lcal

LAKE
CHATAUQUA,
.3BEDROOM, 2 batb house, family
sun room. Dock $92~iA~

Mobile Home •

:~~tp~r&,~ti~b~ln~~~~~tr~~

LeaSt., 110 pets. 54&-7381. B3422Ba66

TREK 728 WITH Avocet tripie

'HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you
find a rental' For free service caU
529-5252 or 529·3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. B3308Bb75._

- - - - - TWO BEDROOM

~:,~edF~ve~~~~ it~~~~7."It~~·

Blcycl••

4~:,'·4123

SUB LEA s-t :
S P R IN G
SEMESTER. Clean, spacious, 1·
Bdr. Apt. Furnished, low rentwater included. Call 549-6549 alter
6pin.
3381B861

FRE~

AQUARIUMS MURPHYSBORO.
TROPICAL i'iShJ small animals
and birds. also a~ and cat s'fti
~~~~~~~an's 0., 2~:

Auto. Home, MoWle Home
Health. Indlvfclugl &

""

Allen', T.Y.
40J S Gro"on,

19"COlOR·v

3427AC59

pe~we::a. ~rM:;. Days-5 cents

FOR SALE

Dear Customer:
Someone you know knows
me and hos learned thaI T. V.
and Stereo Repairs need nat
be expensive nor lime-con·
suming.
Free [slimates.
Some·Pay-Service. ond H'Sh
Tech Knowledge permit me
to make 'epairs for less. Like
thaI someone. ":011: 549-5936
And save.

UNFURNISHED, 2-BR. CAR
fETED. 2-Br., quiet. Near Car::~:.l:.a~~c. Lease AU:l49f:~

=:tl~A~~m

h2.!E
uear Arnold's Market on South 51.
Available IIOW. Can 529-51~58
HUGE, CLEAN, QUIET I-Bdrn:..
apt. 'h block from cam.p,us.
Available Dec. 16, 1983. ~Iia65

~fi.!r':,~~fe. ~~~~~-~~~~ ~~a

~~G:. and University ~t\~?:i
CARBl)NDALE.

S125.00!

r~g;~msnic~~rnis~~dme~1!f~t.

available. Good location. De(lQSIl.
leas!!. 54&-3850.
3354Bc5ll
CARBONDALE 12x65 FRONT and
rear bOOrooms, air, furnishd. Call
684-2663.

BJ375Bc60

TWO VERY NICE, 12x55 mobile
homes. Front and rear bedroom.s.
Well insulated. Located In
beautiful countr) park. Three

W~~nat~~~~f:S~~alifl~~f~s-

3373Bc61
CARBONDALE - NEWT.Y CAR-

~~~~~, wi~i~f~~311~~?:~h~t. 2
No dogs. $175-month. 457~iBc61

2-BEDROOM, BEAUTIFUL SIDE

~~. ~~~1t~u:~Js~~~~s~~~
~~~~~'n itt~:::'~"75B342!\Bc66

MURPHYSBORO 12 WIDE-2
ABSOLUTE ECONOMY FOR Two
in this frame house. Located at

~~~I?t~~aIstJirat~y~

NEW HOUSE FOR rent, $150, 1

~=~, ~EP~~~f~::n~cr;:ir'I!~~

25; 7 or 1'-985-3CJ2.

3.'I93Bb60

BUSH- NICE 3 Bedroom, cl~D,
partiaUr furnished, Be~ franklin,

~ai~'!rt~s foa~ai.~~s.ul:!:~:Sdia~~

occupancy. No pels. $175-mooth.
Call 995-2928 after 5: 3tl ,).m
3404Bb75
COUNTRY LIVING.

WOODS,

~:o:'~~!'!=fc;.~wr!t0:da~~:

f:i~ 4&7-793:i. or after 6&:i!lJ6:i

~~1:~;3~~~dc~Br:A~

6775.

83417Bc62

FREE BUS
TOSIU
• Laundromat
e CABLEVISION
e1 or 2 baths

e 2 or 3 bedrooms
e$145·$36O

~M···O··'~·ILf~"·*
,HOMES

O .. ly 2 mil. .
North af Campus.
Singlea':'e,
Availabl.

fs~~l%~~l~~ 3-b~:r~!m fur~-

Dished house carport, absolutely
no pels. 2·miles west of Ramada
~~.on Old Rt. 13 west'BftJM~

2

HWY51 NORTH

549-3000

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

~~nS~~::.~~~erPe~te54=:

ROY AL RENTALS

Keep trying!

Apartments
Mobile Homes

3433Be58

THREE FUN GrIRLS need one
more for four bedroom Lewis Park
:ft~~t. Spring semes:mii:J

Furnished & Air Condo
No Pets

ROOM
FOR
SUBLEASE.
Available now. (Free rent until
December 1st.) Gorgeous house

457.4422

~~~ d~ll ~~J'a'~~fm:'a!~~~e:'

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2
bedroom he,use. Close to campus.
$100- onth. Nonsmoker, 4~~t~
WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates.

$82.65 per week. S195ler month.

i~'{l~l,et~~i~u~~~~~e. iWl~:,~n~n

Motel, 825 East Main Street.
Carbondale, Illinois. Phone 5494013.
B3134Bd64

Is.

SERVICE,

C~f~57-61:l~~:e

5, 1-984-2~31 after 5. Reasonable
3121E63
rates.

~artment. Utilities furnished.

WANTEDWAITR~ESFORCoo
Coo's and S. I. Bowl. Apply in

person anytime after 9: ao:sTt2sC64

HELP
WANTED.
COORDINATOR of Rehabilitation
services: MA or MS in some
aSp4;!ct of rehabilitation, social
work, or psy.chology, a~ leasf_2

DeVils Kitchen - Little ~rassy
area. Choke chain, no tags.
Reward. Call 549-3059 or 457-4370.
3332G58

THE HANDYMAN - PAINTING,
glazing. drywalling, electrical,

BLACK COTTON JACKET with
white collar. Lost on Grand,
Saturday ni~t - Hall!lween.
Reward. Call 9-6835 everu:u~~Gro .

Guaranteed no errors. Reasonable
3170E66
rates. 549-2258.

DOCTORAL SfUDENT SEEIQ:
house sitting Job-jobs. Ex-

~Pe~~. 2:tri~~~59~=~~

TYPING - RUSH JOBS and

srers ~~i~

3216Be65

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED, Now. 1
Male, 1 Female. call54~3Be67

~~~:~~~~c:~~~':!

house, $l40-mo., about 1 mile from
3345Be60
campus. Call 549-1686.

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATE.
Garden Park Acres. $125 plus
utilities. Available January 1st.
457-0292.
3347Be58
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES Needed

~!t~~5;!i.~V~=~om ~~'B~~

TWO MALE ROOMMATES
Needed spring semester. Four
bedroom house at 600 W. Pecan.
~ntlt~~rla~ plus ~~~~9
WANTED:

FEMALE

ROO~-

W~I~$~~.Wa~ ~.m:Jit~e;;;.s
month. Call Tama 529-499733&7Be60

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed to share a four bedroom
apartment in Lewis Park for
spring semester. $128.50 per
~~.CalJ Brenda or ~ra~:
ONE

MATURE

FEMALE

-

~~rl&~~f~\~t~~"?~a~:'

oil furnace. Kelly, 687-2376, S5p.m., 684-5417 after 5:30. 3383Be59
TWO FEMALES. . BEAUTIFUL
mobile home. Ten mmute drlv~ to

~!Ring~~~r~~~~: s~~'pf8!le~

SECRETARY.
SELFMOTIVATED student worker
needed to manage departmental
office. Must have good communicationm skills, type at least 50

r~t~r~~e~ Tna~:~~1t ':'eaJ::~~'
~~~3~crs r~~~S~!r::l rf~:~~~R
~~a~ail!~r:,i~~~'21~e:::!f

andhavecar.1-!I85-2666.

3339C58

SMOKERS WANTED.

IF l'ou

~~t~~e~iJ~~~~' S~~~: ~~~~
~~~o~lfik:r::,er~~;i~fer:~:

short market research survey In
~~e for free cigarette~~

Available now. Located 3 miles

missions, free

.r~ with

~gFea~~nnC:90~.

bonus

535-4400
mJ:~

-Departing Frl., Nov. 18. 2pm at
lhe Newman Center
-Arriving Downlown Chic""... , lIpm
-Relurn TripSunday. Nov. 271h. noon
Arrive Carbondale, 6pm
____ tl_ ......I1 _ _ . , .

\ SMILE TODAY)
II you·r. inl.resled in:
-laking responsibility
-grOWing Ihrough leadership
-linding lile-Iong 'rlends
-getting more oul of c<,llage
then lhe Dalla Chi Fraternity may be
lor you.
Please come

UPHOLSTERY "'.RICS
anel SUPPLIES
CARRY OUT PRICES

~~!t::.u~5~4,d8~~~~_ls~~nf

~~.ce of Student Develo~~8J9

MORNING AID NEEDED for
physically disabled student. Start
~.SO-hour. Contact David~~

conON PRINTS
ANOORAPERY
VELVETS
NYLONS
VINYLS

S3.00yd.
$8.50 yd.
$7.50 yd.
S6.00yd.

'0 our Open House on

Wednesday, Nov. 91rom 8:30pm
II :OOpm and find oul I

Tlreel of the lam.
old rat race?

3mi. Soulh of Arena. RI. 51

~!!::5~~IY ~~~~ °Wls~~~C
103 Market St. Marion.

B3424C60

~~~r!t!l~~~ ~~~A~:~:'_
~e moldings,

~~~e!t~~7g~:J~.~ff~

FAITH TEMPLE INFANT Day
Care Center, CalCbondale .. 64)8. N.
Marion. AccePtmt:;~callons
ages 6 wks to 3 yrs, . 3037E60
STOR-N-LOCK
MINI
WAREHOUSES, 7(fI E. Coll~e

laundromat, campus, strip. 308 W.
Monroe. 457-8515.
3399Be60

rates, for more info, call ~lJ~

~iin~a;i~~~~:II~Ve~\::~:Juy

529.1052

A SEMINAR on "Transfer of
Technology to the Village and
Rural Area of India" will be
given at 3 p.m, Tuesday in A~
Seminar Room 209 by Aqueil
Ahtnad, a visiting scholar from
the Center for Interdisciplinary
Study of Science Technology at
Northwestern University. An
open reception will be held for
Ahmad at 2:30 p.m. by the
Office
of
International
Agriculture.

WOMEN'S SERVICES offers
parents the Emergency Locator
Service, which may be used ~
reach them on campus if their
child becomes sick while in
school. Those interested should
bring a copy of their class
schedule to Women's Services
in Woody B-244 or call 453-3655.
LATE REGISTRATION will
close Wednesday at Woody B204 for the Scholastic Aptitude
Test, which will be givelJ on
Dec. 3.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS is
sponsoring Ii water carnival at 7
p_m. Wednesday in the
Recreation Center Natatorium_
Those
interested
inpartici!"~tlng should sign up by
5 p.m. Wednesday at ~he
Recreation Center Information

Desk.
A RAPE support group is
being formed by Wome!l's service and the Counseling
Center. Those inlt!rested may
call 453-3655 to r.lake an appointment. Scret'nings will
b, gin Wednesday, ~ov. 16.

WANTED
WA..... TED TO BUY. Class rings,
old gold'" silveri broken jewelry,
:i"iiiiscr~r'v~tfJe~"tI1 C:ir:,es,
~S. ~fhnois Avenue. ·157.Q131.
B3013F59

LOST,
. REWARD! LOST MALE Spitl'SheIti mix Tri-color Col!le
markings black and brown Wl~h

c:;:'~:~:lr ~~crS'r.sc;~~~~;

529-2476.

10

We're 01 105 Greek Raw (near
Campus Lake)
-Call5l6-~1 lor rides.

COVERS UPHOLSTERY

WAITERS AND RESTAURANT

PRESIDENT ALBERT Somit
will discuss "The Relationship
Between Biology and Political
Behavior" at 4 p.m. Tuesday in
Lawson 151. The speech is part
of a series of special lectures in
Zoology.

SOUTHERN OUTDOOR
Adventure Program will hold
pre-trip meetings at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in Rehn 108 for those
interested in the trip to Big
Bend National Park, Texas or
the Grand Canyon.

(~\

PAID READERS WANTED for

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED.

rrii~n~:t~~r':>~st~~.~~s~rt~

Round",.

(Umit.d MOtlng AWGiI~.)

Contoct Newman Center
529·3311 for reservations

NEEDED:
CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE to market

for appointment or informa:=E58

~~~~:r,WA~he~i-:~e~t~r~:' p?~~~:

$39

95

MOBILIZATION
OF
Volunteer
Effort
needs
volunteers to w'lrk at the Red
Cross Blood Drive from 10 a.m.
to3:30p.m. daily 'mtil Friday in
Ballrooms A, Band C. Thoses
interested mny call Mark
Beveridge at MOVE in the
Office of Student Development
or call 453-5714.

A CLASS in making candy
will meet from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday in Quigley Hall. The
Division
of
Continuing
Education will offer the noncredit course for two weeks.
Those interested may call 5367151-

Charter Bus

Department, 536-7511. AskJ~~

MEETINGS TUESDAY: Pi
Sigma
Epsilon,
natio~al
coeducational
fraterDlty
specializing in marketing,
selling and sales management,
7 p.m., Lawson 221; Psychology
Club, 7:30 p.m., Activity Room
A' Blacks Interested In
B~iness, 5:30 p.m., Thebes
Room and Pre-vet Club, 7:30
p.m., Saline Room.

CLINICS FOR swimmers who
would like to improve their
stroke technique will be held
from 7 to 8 p.m. on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, Nov. 8 to Nov.
17 at the Recreation Center
Natatorium.

RIDERS WANTED

·PART-TlME INTERVIEWERS IF

7008.

::;'o~~ITfuS on South 51. ~=

ANTIQUES

~fo~s ~~~il~~r: fo\r.m:1::n~i
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FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
for nice large two bedroom
apartment two blocks from
$lSO-month. 457-4893.

NON - SA"

call .'IITHRIGHT

~~~portunity employer.

~t~~~ir;~iH:'Pl~16~lil ~r ~~l
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3165Be57

CARIOt4DAU

Fr. . pregnancy ••• ting
& confidential atli.tanee

RESPIRATORY CARE.
IMMEDIATE openings for graduates

~~~r:~·Ji':st ~$o~~f;;:;ssn;~~t~i

549-1401..

SUN 2·5030

terested in starting such a 403(b)
program or switching to a MF
Please call Dave Clarke at 453-5761
or 549-2262.
3343J60

~7.~.a~~nc~rpo~~tZI~~eO~0

Department,
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3374E59

Box 467 Anna, IL, 62906_ We are

Personnel
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coordinating an array of services
and staff wIthin the agency, and
will be the Iiaso~ wilhout side

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share
s.nt lPo~e'!~ce t~~.:re~~ro~~ 1~~
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WITH A STROKE of his pen
Govenor Thompson has Just

dissertations, bOok manuscripts,

~nd

Roommate.

ADULT ::.r:.A!!Jt~SO
SEKA·HOLMIS·TC»
_ _ 91TH ...... OfXXXSTAIS
IU'LD'NG

~~'m:J: ¥:~:~~epe~~~Sth~~~~:

r;::rs
f~~f3~~7sp.~1fsi~rence f::
evaluation, monitoring

ONE ROOM FOR Rent. The Best
House in Carbondale. Price
negotiable. 529-3751.
34OOBd61
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~~~~~t. ~~lis!~~le~~nAc

HElP WANTED
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TYPING

~ality work. Reasonable rates.
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX.
457-7026.
B3225E68
Near new Kroger on west side of
town. Two peofle need one more. . TERM PAPERS,
THESES,
r~g::.r~~ :7~_ Heat :S:::~::h I Dissertations, resumes. report

PRIVATE ROOM IN an apart-

=~ k¥tch~l~~.tewr:hf~~~orri

HOME

~:~:~'

c:~S!~~~ All jgg!ira~ge ~:~~~:

Duplex••

Campus Briefs _ _

~i?'1wrG t~i~!rfn~A TIO~~d

alterations. Bestprices. 1182 East
Walnut (behind universit Mal)),
~~-6pm, MontlaY-Satur arOs~l:i

3430G61

Don't Ilv. upl
look In the
D.E. CLASSIPIEDS
536-Ull

ALCOHOL TREATMENT
Services is offering the Family
Assistance Program for people
who live with someone who
abuses alcohol or drugs. The
seven-week course will meet for
the first time from 1 to 3 p_m.
Thursday at the Department of
Mental Health, 604 E. College
St_ Those interested may
register by calling 529-5353.
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FOOTBALL from Page 16
the last Redbird threat.
In the third quarter, ISU
kicked a field goal to pull to
withi.l 21-20. Following a Saluki
touchdown on their next drive to
mdk'=! the score 28-20. ISU carne
back with a touchdown of its

up a field goal opportunity.
Freshman kicker Paul Politi
kicked a SO-yard field goal with
one second left to bring ISU to
within 21-17.
If the Salukis had been able to
kick a field goal. then they

own.

WITH THE SCORE 28-26 and
more than 12 minutes left to
play, ISU went for the two-point
conversion and a tie ballgame.
Quarterb~ck John Coppens
slipped while going backward to
set up in the pocket. Defensive
end Ashley Sledge rushed into
the backfield and sacked
Coppens.
One part of the game that
Dempsey said he was disapponted with was when his squac'
did not extend its 21-14 lead late
in the first half.
Linebacker Fabray Collins
intercepted a Coppens pass and
returned it 35 yards to the SIU-C
49-yard line WIth 2: 11 left in the
half. A holding penalty, though,
pushed back the Salukis 10
yards on first down.
After quarterback Rick
Johnson completed two passes
for 'J:l yards, he ran for five
more yards, which would have
given the Salukis the ball at the
ISU 29-yard line. A personal foul
penalty on the play, though,
pushed SIU-C back 15 yards. On
the next play, Johnson's pass
was intercepted and returned to
the.sIU-C 47-yard line.
FROM THERE, ISU gained
14 ~rds in three plays, setting

SWIMMER~

from Page 16
the Salukis in past years. They
have done that in 20 of the last 23
years. They may, however.
have a tougher time doing so
this season, mainly because of
the difficult schedule they win
face. "We've got a real tough
schedule this year," Steele said.
"We swim against 14 teams that
placed in last year's NCAA
meet."
Among those teams is
Southern Methodist University.
SMU finished second in the
NCAA last year. Steele said
they could be the "team to
beat." Other teams the Salukis
will swim dgainst are Auburn.
the ninth place team in thE'
NCAA last year, Nebraska,
Iowa and Houston.
Steele said he doesn't know
what to expect from the IUini
Friday. The last time the
Salukis faced them was in 1979.
"lh this weekend's men's
meet," he said, "it's possible
that it will go down to the last
rela,.. We haven't swam them in
a while. I don't know what new
peoPle they have.
"lJ1inois could be a pretty
good test. There is s(' much
rivalry between Illir:.ois and
ourselves. We've got quite a bit
of pride in o'lr record against
them."
Steele said that the Salukis
have defeated the Illini about 80
percent of the time in past
meetings.

BATTERIES
AUTOMOTIVE SIZES
NAME BRAND
FROM'24.M
SED BATIERIES!., 7.
(WITH TRADE-IN)

...............................

In Murphysboro. take 127 North
:!o Industrial Park Rd. (acros.
j,om McDonald·s). Turn left at
first stop sign. then left again to
A ssociated Battery Supply.

MVC standings
4-0-0

10-0-0

Tulsa

4-0-0

7-3-0

Indiana St.

3-2-0

7-3-0

Illinois St.

2-2-1

5-4-1

Wichita St.

2-3-0

2·8-0

f>rake

1-5-0

1-!HJ

W. Texas St. 0-3-1

0-8-1

probably would have went into
the locker room at halftime
ahead by 10 points, Dempsey
said, instead of being ahead by
just four points. Dempsey said
it would have given his team a
lift and the second half probably
would not have been so close.
Dempsey said the offensive
line was doing an. "admirable
job," even though it was not the

(j

b;;J)~

VAN DYKE SAID that the
offensive line is doing "a pretty
good job overall," but penalties
and other mistakes have hurt
the line from performing better.
Tight end Mike O'Day was
one of the linemen to shine
Saturday. O'Day made his first
start of the year and caught four
passes for 70 yards, including
two touchdown receptions in the
first quarter. O'Day had caught
j:!<;t two passes before the game
this year.
Placekicker Ron Miller broke
the NCAA I-AA record for
consecutive extra points kicked
in a season. Miller, a red-shirt
freshman, has made 47 in a row
this year.

TMllb!iviII! Br..k
C......lt-Chict!.
naNtrip

$77.00 AMTRAK

w.... U.itN

NO A"". " - y

II N.... 11 &19,

Dr. M. Butt. D.M.D.
Fom'."Don.....,

IlflIIIia!

III Nw. 27,

c.II.s>.2'D

.

P'1Ck .,
tiebts It 549-7147
IB &. A Travel Service. LTD I
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a
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~
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Pick up applications at the SPC Office,
3rd Floor Student Center.
Applications du~ 'o\lember 9th.

C~.''''

S....,~.

. ' "
...repair
The ony mokeAuto
'epo" foreign
We con
or model,
\0
or domestic. {We hove Expert Rodlotor & Heeter
repair. with new rodlotors ond heater! In stock.]
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SALUKI
BASKETBALL
First Look At The
1983-84 S.I.U. SALUKIS
SALUKIS

vs.
TURKISH NATIONAL TEAM

SATURDAY, NOV. 12
Starting at 7 :35
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT mE

SIU ARENA AND STUDENT

CENTER.

"-sSlcnal

.~~

3UW.WWow
S49·S4ZZ

.....

DINAH ANDERSON

ATIENTION ALL RSO's

ELECTROLOGY THERAPIST

Announces The Opening
of Her Office November
I

FEE AlLOCATION FORMS FOR FY 84-85 ARE NOW
AVAILABlE. FORMS CAN BE PICKED UP AT THE
usa OFACE, 3RD FLOOR OF THE SllJDENT CEN·
TER. All GROUPS MUST SCHEDULE A HEARING
WHEN THEY PICK UP THEIR FEE AllOCATION
FORM.

15, 1983
AT

THE HAIR LAB
715 S. University

THE DEADLINE TO PICK UP FY 84·85 FEE
ALLOCATION FORMS IS DECEMBER 9, 1983.
COMPlETED FEE AllOCATION FORMS MUST BE
TIJRNED IN BY FEBRUARY IS, 1984.

THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO EITHER
DEADLINE_
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTACT BRANDON FREED, USO FINANCE
COMMISSIONER, .l\T 536-3381.

TIP~1r1I1Ern<W
~SUPPlV~
Call 687·3344
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SIU-C

starting line that he would have
liked to have seen. Injuries have
depleted the line, and starting
center Tom Baugh was playing
with a knee that was still hurting from the New Mexico State
game the week before.
Quick tackle Ralph Van Dyke
said after the ISU game that the
first and the second string
players on the line could step
into the starting lineup.
. "A lot of the r~Qyers on the
lme are good enough to start,"
Van Dyke said. "I consider both
lines as starters."

a:.c.«:t.::f.E:":::t.:::..::..::t.::..:::..::..:..: :..: ..: :::c..:::..:::..:::..::~
~
GIT INVOLVID.
~~

Carbondale, III
Ms. Anderson received her SA degree
from SIU and completed her training
in permanent hair removal at the
St. Louis Institute of Electrology.
Call 529-1477 or 529-3905 now for a
complimentary consultation and
treatment. Electrolysis is a tax
deductible medical expense,

SIU-C bowling team fighting
for top in first conference race
By Scott Rich
StAff

Writer

The SIU-C men's bowling
team is in the thick of the
conference race.
The men recently entered the
Gateway
Intercollegiate
Bowling Coruerence and are
five games behind the league
leader with two weeks of conference play remaining.
Over the weekend the team
was !Hi in conference matches.
Although the team fell from
second to fourth in the conference race after the last two
weekends of play, Bob Burnside. coach and adviser.
believes that the men have a
good chance to win the conference.
"The men are bowling better
every week." Burnside said.
"Our team average is climbing
every match."
Members of bowling team are
chosen from the SIU-C Bowling
Club, which rolls weekly at the
Student Center alleys. Burnside
said that 10 members were
chosen from the c1uh and five
represent the team in conference play.
"The secret is finding five
guys who can click together."
he said. "When one guy has a
bad game, another person has
to have a good one to pick up the
slack."
Don &hwind, Tom Morrell.

Mark Hufnaglt' and Bob Burnside Jr. have been the four
mainstays of the lineup. Schwind holds the high team
average at 193, and Morrell has
the high game, 263, and the best
seven-game series with 1,580
pins.
The other team members.
Tim Reilly, Dennis Heng. Mike
Billings. Neil Kassel. Rodger
Warner and Rick Riffer. have
been alternating to fill Ute fifth
spot in the lineup.
The men have combined to
post a 24-18 conference record.
five games behind leagueleader Floriss&nt Valley
Community College. 8t. Louis
University and Merrimac
Community College are tied for
second, while SIU-C is fourth.
The University of Missouri at
Rolla is fifth, followed by SIUEdwardsville, Southeast
Missouri State and Forest Park
Community College.
If the 8IU -C team wins the
conference title, it will
automatically be seeded in the
Midwest Sectional Tournament
and could possibly be headed
for the National Collegiate
Bowling Tournament in San
Jose, Calif.

During Thanksgiving break,
tho: team will bowl in the 44team National Coli~iate Match
Play Championship 10 St. Lcuis,
Mo. Burnside said the tournament will be the team's
biggest test so far this year,
since some of the touldtest
teams in the country will be
competing. National Collegiate
and Junior College champion
Vincennes University is the
early favorite.

Intramural Sports Sponsors

A
WATER CARNIVAL
AND
SWIM MEET
Wednesday, November 9, 19~. 7:00 pm, at the SRC
Natatorium_ Entries due by 5:00 pm at the SRC Information Desk_
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Tuesday
Live Music
~
From .•.

New Christmas
Arrivals
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• Christmas Music.
• Alvarez Guitars.
• Cosio Keyboards.
• Mics &accessories.
• Effect peddles.
Guitar strops 30% off

Y
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NoCovar

+

"Before Yau Buy
Give U..! a Try"
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'+
'+

~

Kroger Moil-COale Wes

Burnside said the team has
looked good so far. but is headed
for some tough competition in
the weeks to come.

Indiana laot obstacle for IlIini
in bid for long-awaited crown
URBANA. Ill. (AP) - Illinois
Coach Mike White, who worked
for weeks to keep his players
from looking past their next
opponent to the Rose Bowl, no
longer has that problem.
When the Illini step into
Memorial Stadium on Saturday
to play Indiana, their first Big
Ten championship in 20 years
will be just 60 minutes away if they win.
"It all comes down to this
week." White told a news

conference Monday. "The Rose
Bowl is, and always has been,
the goal of this program. We
kr.ow what this game can mean.
We're excited as heck about it."
Indiana Coach Sam Wyche,
who worked with White for the
San Francisco 4gers, said he has
mixed feelings about the outcome of this game.
"I am sincerely happy for
Mike; I know he'll go to the
Rose Bowl," said Wyche. "But
we won't con('ede anythin~."

slVeS25.
on 14K gold College Rings.

This is
no cheap

pizza!

®

Oh. sure we could cut
down on the size. use
artificial cheese. skimp on
the items and then sell it
two lor one. But we lust
don't believe in doing
business that way.
For over 20 years. Wfive
been making the best
pizza we know how, and
we've been delivering it
tree. in 30 minutes or less.
Call us tonight.

r----------------------,
$1_00 off any 16" pizza
One coupon per piua
Expires: 12/31"/83
Tax included in price.

:::?

f:·"t . .

1~ ~.:-

~

DATE

Nov_ 8-Nov. 11

TIME

9:30·4pm

PLACE
Fast, Free DeUvery616 E. Walnut
Phone: 451-6ne
(East Gate Plaza)
Route 127 North
PI1one: 681-2300
Jackson Sq ShOp. Ctr.
'!>

O"~'tr.

cauy

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Now's lhe I,me 10 Ih"k about

your college nng Not Just any
nng-a 14K Gold College Ring from
ArtCarved The karat gold Jewelry
that's deSigned and handcrafted for
lasting value.
And now an ArtCarved 141'.' Gold
College Ring is more aHordable tnanyou
think. Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25. This oHer is for a limited time
only: so come In and see all the great
ArtCarvcd styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
choice. the way you want It. So graduate
in sl)le Graduate to gold I
Depos,1 Reqwed
MasterCard or V,sa Accepted

Ie-$~ thoill" $.]000

~~~ ~;~ry area
L ______________________
J
~ l':Ptj Dr,mlflU",
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Salukis unanimous No. 1 pick
By Jim Len
Staff Writer

While grabbing the No. 1
ranking in the NCAA I-AA
football poll for the third
straight week, SIU-C became
the first unanimous pick for the
top spot in three weeks. The
Salukis snared the four first·
place votes for the first time
Lois season.
Holy Cross dropped a notch to
No. 3 after a 10-10 tie with
Harvard Saturday. Northeast
Louisiana climbed to the No.2
ranking.
After the Salukis knocked nff
Illinois
State
2B·26
on
Homecoming Saturday, SIU-C
became the Cirst collegiate
team in the country to become
10-0. Nebraska. in I-A, followed
with its lOth win after SIU-C had

Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy
Salaki Danker James Stevenson managed co elude
two Redbirf,s to pick up extra yards Saturday in

SIU~'s

2f..26 win over IUinois State at McAndrew

Stadium.

Steele says swimmers
still have tools to win
By David WUhelm
Stafr Writer
When the men's swimming
team and 11th-year Coach Bob
Steele open the season Friday
night against Illinois, tiley will
be trying to preserve a rich
tradition of success at SIU~.
Despite lOSing three top
!:!::::eJ;e ~!~f~~Sof0g~rr:~~t~
during the 1983-84 season.
"This is one of t.':e closest-knit
teams we've had," Steele said.
"Everyl)()dy is interested in
im)Jrovements they make individually. With that attitude,
the team concept will fall into
place well. We know we have
the potential to do it. U's up to
them to lay it on the line and

carry on."
Steele said that the tear. will
not be at full strength when the
season begins at 7 p.m. Friday
in Champaign. Senior Ke:th
Armstrong, who was third in the
100 freestyle last season at
NCAAs, will not be available to
the team until January. Two
freshmen will also be joining
the team ir, January. Steele
expects them to "help us a lot."
"This year's team de~nds a
lot on what the new kids can
do," said St~le. "We have a
solid nucleus thrOligh the first
three classes. We lost two
outstanding kids in Conrado
Porta and Pablo Restrepo.
Those two guys both placed
individually in the NCAA
championships. They were

great and solid dual-ml;:et
swimmers. Replacing them will
be tough."
Another top athlete not
returning will be Doug Rusk,
who quit school. Steele said that
Porta, Restrepo and Rusk are
the people he will miss the most.
Steele describes this year's
team as a "well-balanced one."
"We've got kids in all
classes," he said. "We have
about eight newcomers, plus
four new divers. Our goal is to
win the National Independents
championships for the seventh
time. Another goal is to make
tile NCAA top 10."
Reaching the top 10 in the
NCAA has not been difflcuJt for

See SWIMMERS, Page 14

1

backseat for the first time all
year in that game. We were
playing like we were hanging on
in that game.
"We had to motivate them to
be tho! aggressor late in the
W'ln.
game the way they have been
all year. I lIked the way they
SALUKI
COACH
Rey turned it around."
Dempsev said on"! of the things
In the final five minutes
that he liked best abou. his against Illinois State, the
team's win Saturday was the Salukis recovered tw:> fumbles,
way the club "hung in there" in one which stopped th~ Redbirds
the last quarter.
at the SIU-C B-yard linl!, and
"I'm proud of the team for the intercepted a pass that ended
way it came back," Dempsey
said. "They were taking a S(!e FOOTBALL, Page 14

NCAA I-AA Football Rankings
RANKING

POINTS

1. SIU-C UO-O)

80

2. Northeast La. (8-1)

74

3. Holy Cross

72

13. Grambling St. (6-1-2)

40

4. Furman (7+1)

69

14. Idaho (7-2)

2.';

5. Eastern Ky. (6-H)

64

lv. Colgate (6-3) .

22

6. Middle Tenn. St. (8-1)

60

16. Southern U. (7-2)

IB

7. S. Carolina St. (7-:1

51

17. Boston U. (6-3)

12

B. Jackson St. (8-2)

46

lB. Western Carolina (6-2-1)

11

9. Indiana St. (7-3)

45

19. Idaho St. (6-3)

10

42

20. Southeastern La. (6-3)

10.

(8-0-1)

N. Texas St. (6-3)

11. Eastern Ill. (B-2)

and Tenn. S1. (7+1)

41
41

Rankings are deci ..ed by a board of four NCAA officials,
representing four geographic regions. After pooling information obtained from advisory panels, the officials award
votes for positions. A first-place vote is worth 20 points, while a
20th-place vote is worth one point.

Ruggers end season
with two victories
(;losmg a successful season on
a high note, the women's Rugby
Club dumpe«! Illinois State and
Vanderbilt Saturday at home to
close its season with a 12-5
record, which includes nine
shut...uts.
Earlier in the season the
ruggers blanked Illinois State
12..0 at the state championships,
but this time around the SIU-C
win wasn't quite as polished.
Saturday the SIU-C club was
held scoreless until the second
half and finally edged the
Redbird club 6-0, then came
back later to blast Vanderbilt
~.

.

The match with Ii1inois State
wasn't SIU-C's best eifort ',f the

season.

"Our skills W~~ e sloppy, .. said
Maria Erickson, a club officer.
"We just didn't play well as a
unit in the first half. Our control-style game just wasn't
there."
After a scoreless frrst half,
SIU-C started to put the pieces
together. Late in the second
half, the ISU defense left a hole
big enough for Anita Coleman to
speed through for the oaly try of
the contest. Erickson added a
fi~ld goal to give SlU-C the 6-0
WID.

After a 3O-minute break, the
SIU-C club returned to the pitch
to demolish Vanderbilt.
"We took this last game in
fun," Erickson said. "The
lineup was shuffled ar,d our
players were put in positions
that they were totally unfamiliar with."
Surprisingly, the rearranged
SIU-C team had little troui>le
putting Vanderbilt away. The
pack consistently won position
in serum downs and the back
line successfully gained yar·
dage by kicking.
The back line also got the ban
out regularly to Coleman, the
team's center, and Kris
Stauffer, a wing. The duo put
most of SIU-C's points on the
board. Coleman tore through
Vandy's defense to collect three
tries, and Staufft!r found space
down the right sideline twice to
add two more.
Erickson booted three field
goals to give SIU-C a 26-0 win.
The two matches marked the
close of SIU-C's fall season,
which was highlighted by a
second-place finish at the state
championships and a fifth-place
showmg in the Miawest
Regional Tournament.
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S&aff Photo by Scott Shaw
SIU-C's Barb Canto lought 011 two ruggen from Vanderbilt ID Saturday'. match.

